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March 9. 1992.

To the Students, Faculty and Graduates

of St. Michael's College School:

At times I would wish to know how many students have gone through your school from its inception until now. Such data are

no doubt readily available.

Yet the statistics are only the beginning of the story. The true story of your school has to do with Jesus Christ and the thou-

sands of his followers who have become better disciples of his and more integral human beings.

On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the Archdiocese I greet you and pray with you and for you.

Sincerely yours.

K
Archbishop of Toronto.



BASILIANS SHARE 140 YEARS WITH THE ARCHDIOCESE OF
TORONTO

Father Patrick Molony C.S.B. first came to toronto in 1850 with Bishop Charbonnel,

Basilian presence had come to the ten-yeai okl diocese, From thai time on the Basilians and the Archdioi i irched side by side to provide the

faithful with spiritual light and intellectual nourishment.

Bishop Charbonnel had a vision of pro\ iding the diocese w ith facilities for educating both the faithful and the clergy in i atholit truth. He s,iw thai for-

mal and permanenl institutions would be required in the diocese.

B\ 1N52 Father Molony had returned from a journey 10 France and brought v\ i I h him lour other Basilians. Although lather Molony w.is Irish-bom he

had taught English at the Basilain school in Annonay, France. The Basilians in France numbered 21 at the time but from tins small group, they elected

to send lour to the New World. This act of generosity was providential for it was in North America thai the Basilian Community has had its greatest

growth.

We rejoice with the Archdiocese ol Toronto in this milestone and thank God for the 140 years ol Basilain association in the Archdiocese.

:ar Graduates

I am happy to

have the op-

portunity to

congratulate you on this

milestone of your academic-

success. We are aware, of

course, that your graduation

from St. Michael's College

School does not mark the

end of your formal education, but it is a great start.

Education is far more than the material taught or tests written.

One definition goes as far as to say. "Education is what you have

left after you have forgotten all the material you have been

taught." That is to say. the educated person has the ABILITY to

think and reason, to make judgements and to act justly. We might

even say the educated person has the responsibility to do so.

It is with great confidence that we send you out with our

approval and our blessing. The motto you have lived under for

the past five years would serve you well for the rest of your life.

Be true to your school, your family, your faith and yourself.

May I assure you on behalf of the staff and administration of St.

Michael's College School that you will always be welcome here.

We will follow your progress w ith interest and pride and we will

welcome news of your accomplishments.

God Bless you all.

Fr. Leo C. Campbell. C.S.B.
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nfin is added to the

history of St.

Michael's Col-

lege School.
This year, how-

ever, is extra special in that it

marks the one hundred and

fortieth year of the school's

existence. The school cele-

brates this momentous occa-

sion with the archdiocese of

Toronto which celebrates one

hundred and fifty years of

existence.

One hundred and forty years of existence for St. Michael's

College School, demonstrates the strong tradition that St.

Michael's possess. In times, that are changing so quickly St.

Michael's has stood firm in its beliefs and traditions.

The graduates of 1992 are set to embark on the next step of their

lives. They take with them the memories of their eventful years

at St. Michael's. These memories will no doubt include: athletic

domination on the field, in the rink, on the court, and on the

track; the great amounts of stress; the Ski Days; the sleepless

nights; the retreat days; the challenging, (bordering on impossi-

ble), excruciatingly painful physics tests; the John F. Kennedy

seminars held by Mr. Narducci: Fr. Holmes' useful pocket vec-

tors; taking the derivative in Calculus (only when we weren't dis-

cussing JFK): and appreciating the blue spruce in English class.

It is for certain that these memories will remain with the gradu-

ates for years to come. As well as their memories they also take

with them the ideals instilled in them by their experience at St.

Michael's. They take with them, as did the other graduates over

these one hundred and forty years, the teachings of goodness,

discipline, and knowledge.

Editor-in-Chief

Frank Martire







ARMED AND DANGEROUS: Fr

McKinnon, armed with the board of edu-

cation is preparing for a penalty shot
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JOSEPH ALBERGA
Veni, Vidi, Vici.

-Julius Caesar

VITO AMATI
Summarizing five years at St. Mike's is

difficult, but I'll list several things I've

observed over the years. For example:

l.Opportunity always knocks at the

least opportune moment.

2. For every action, there is an equal and

opposite criticism.

3. Life is what happens to you while you

are making other plans and finally.

4. Friends come and go. but enemies

accumulate.

Thanks for the laughs guys.

AARON AQUILIZAN
It's hard to believe that after 5 years of

stressful, sleepless nights of studying

(Heh!) and partying, we are actually

graduating! Anyway, stay legit, remem-
ber Montreal, because I sure don't, only

in pictures! See you on the other side.

BRENT ARTHURS
My stay at St. Mike's has been the fastest

five years of my life so far. Some memo-
rable moments include; Ski (ice) days.

Fr. Enright Gr. 1 1. Quebec 90-91. 91-92,

March Break. Summer Break. Thanks
and farewell to all.

DAVID ALLAN
St Mike's, thank you for the memories
and opportunities you have given me. I'll

remember. Mr. Dudzinski's classes.

Systems Theory, the J.F.K. murder
investigation, chalk thrown at the

garbage can. Physics labs and tests.

Science Fair '89, the investment game,

the computer in the library, and football

and hockey games. Thanks for 5 great

years.

ROBERT ANTENORE
There are ideal series of events which

run parallel with the real ones. They
rarely coincide. Men and circumstances

generally modify the ideal train of

events, so that it seems imperfect, and its

consequences are equally imperfect.

Know the past, live the present, fear the

future.

... it had whispered to him things about

himself which he did not know ...

BRIAN ARQUILLA
In the empty hourglass that recalls,

remembers and laughs, lies reflections of

moments, places and faces: from Solin

Hall to a Theatrical Soiree. Mrs. Hogans'

Rockets to Hamburger Hamlet. Remind
Michael Wood, "We're here for a good

time, not a long time." Thanks for the

ride boys. let's go round again! "Stay

Golden!"

JAN BABINSKI
For I dipt into the future, far as

human eye could see.

Saw the Vision of the world, and

all the wonder that would be.

Saw the heavens fill with commerce.

argosies of magic sails,

Pilots of the purple tw ilight.

dropping down with costly bales:

Heard the heavens fill with

shouting, and there rain'd a

ghastly dew
From the nations airy navies

grappling in the central blue.

-TENNYSON



JOSEPH BALSAMO
During my 5 years at SMC, I 've leaned

many things, especially, "Life is a bed of

roses its beautiful yel it has thorns!" It

hasn't been all pleasant yet I have many

fond memories. Many of these memories

were shared with "The Boys." You all

know who you are and 1 hope we stick

together because it's a great operation.

DAVID BAROZZINO
Well you don't know, what, we can find.

Why don't you come w ith me little girl,

on a magic carpel ride, cause, you don't

know, what, we will see, why don't you

tell your dreams to me. fantasy will set

you free.

-Steppenwolf

PETER BOZOKI
Niners get out before it's too late.

If these were the happiest days of my
life. I'm in trouble.

"Do not take life too seriously: you will

never get out of it alive."

-E. Hubbard
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NICHOLAS BUTLER
Good times, bad times - over the last 5

years I've had my share. Thanks to

everyone who made my stay at SMC
easier. After turning the madness of 9 to

reason (except Physics) of 13. its time to

move on. Remember - Life is stranger

than fiction and semper ubi sub ubi.

PAOLO BARBIERI
Yel. in the maddening maze of things.

And tossed by storm and Hood.

To one fixed trust my spirit clings;

I know that God is good.

•Whittier

ARKADIUSZ BIEL
Eureka! Eureka!

(I have found it! I have found it!)

-Archimedes

JOHN BRITCHER
I am otherwise known as Lou and
Britch. The times that stand out best are

Quebec 91/92. study sessions with Matt

McGrath, Paul Nusca, and Louie

Marques, and other times I am unable to

mention. Special thanks to Mr. Coghlan

for all his help, along with Lenore
Raposo (the generous one). Matt
McGrath, Paul Nusca. and Louie
Marques for their support. It has been

great!

GEOFFREY BUTLER
Five good long years to remember let me
tell you. Thanks to the staff of SMC, my
family and friends especially the

Lithuanian Trio, and "naturally" the

three other moptops. Baseball weekend,

semiformal 92 and the SMC suicide ski

run will go down in history.

The mind can see as long as you'll be

for real with yourself and you'll forever

be."

-L. Kravitz



PAUL CALISI
It's finally over, time to move on. The
five years have flown by but the memo-
ries remain. Who could forget Caecilius

and the gang, or Mrs. Morra who made it

all worthwhile. What about Rm. 112

where you could learn about JFK and the

game of life while struggling through

Calculus. Bui most memorable of all

was getting to share it all with Mont-

gomery, and Currie. Thanks guys. I

couldn't have done it without you!

ANTHONY CARANCI
Some would say. "Let the cards fall

where they may." Others, like myself,

believe that you must push beyond your

limits, ignore restrictions, be cocky, and

trample the weak. Our boys have been

doing it for years! Mike Trozzo, George

Barberio, Gianni Sasso, Joe Balsamo,

Carm Muraca. Dave Zanatta. John
Marchetti and J. P. DeRose. Reap the

whirlwind!

MICHAEL CAPIZZANO
The way is hard and fraught with flames.

Ride Valkyries, the sheep will follow,

though they are slow and some will

burn. Those without purposes will fall

first, then those who claim by reason of

need and tears; finally will be those who
claim by force. With charity toward

none, and virtue tied to ability, we will

remake the world.

FRANK CESARIO
"What a long, strange trip it's been." It's

hard to leave this place full of friends

and memories, (McGill trips, band trips,

semis, rock nites. spares), but St. Mike's

is a part of me forever.

"1 shall be telling this with a sigh

somewhere ages and ages hence;

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-

took the one less travelled by.

and that has made all the difference."

-Robert Frost

OSWIN CHANG
Time: 1997

I ran into an old friend today; 1 hadn't

seen him since high school. 1 couldn't

believe how much he'd changed over

just five years. We had some coffee,

talked about St. Mike's ... and I realized

that during those years emerged the best

part of me: the determined young ideal-

ist, always striving for excellence.

Eyes to the future.

MARK CHEEVERS
Boys, where's the shindig this weekend?

Potter, what are you doing? What have

you ever done? Fine, I haven't brushed

my hair in the last five years. Coaches

Colle and Meehan. fear not! Branksome

will get a goal yet. I'll never forget St.

Anne, caf rambo missions. Polski and

Hutch, and oh, boys, see you at the big

Harvey s in the sky ! ?

HANCE CLARKE
Well, we're outta here! It's been a rough

live years, but most of us made it. The
highlights of the past five years were

being a part of three championship foot-

ball teams and the camp enterprise

weekend. The game is over, and we

JOSHUA COLLE
My memories of St. Michael's include:

being part of the SMC Kerry Blue
TDCAA Championship team 90-91 and

91-92. "the interception." hanging out

with the Senior B's in Peterborough,

playing with Kazabazua, being a mem-
ber of "Camp Meningitis" and. venturing

to the beautiful slopes and sites of

Quebec City. Thanks to my family. Elvis

and the boys.



JOSEPH COLONNA
it is with deep regrei thai 1 must leave

ihc great atmosphere of St. Michael's.

hut I will take with me main fond mem-
ories. During these great >ears, l partici-

pated m such activities as the debating

society, the Blue Herald, ihe Green
Council and Anthony Pasquini's unoffi-

cial Montreal Canadian fan club I also

wish the best of luck to all of the other

grads.

CHRISTOPHER CURRIE
As you wander on through life,

Whatever may be your goal

Keep your eye upon the doughnut

and not upon the hole.

My memories of SMC" include: mini toll

tournaments in Physics with Mont-
gomery, seeing Calisi streaking through

the halls in search of his clothes. m\
giade ID science project, working out

with the boys, the Loretto girls and tlow

CARMINE D'ALESSANDRO
Over the past five years. St. Mike's has

given me many memories that I will for-

ever remember. Those which stand out

are the youth in concert trip to Italy in

1990 and the California 1992 March
Break trip. I will never forget the great

friends 1 have made and the lessons I

have been taught, over the years that will

be pan of me for the years to come.

JASON D'ANNA
"As tho. to breathe were life. Life piled

on life

Were all too little ...

Tis not too late to seek a newer world.

Push off. and sitting well in order smite.

The sounding furrows: for my purpose

holds

To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths

Of all the western stars, until I die."

-Tennyson

NOEL D'SOUZA
The past five years at St. Michael's have
been the most interesting, amusing, and
even frustrating of my life. On many
occasions 1 laughed in utter disbelief at

the incredible challenges thrown at us.

But after all the pain and suffering, the

long days and longer nights, the stress

and sometimes panic ... I found myself

richer for the experience. For that I thank

St. Michael's.

ANTHONY DA SILVA
My years at St. Mike's are ones to

remember. From hearing Fr. Cullen
speak for the first time, watching Mr.
Ribarich drink a gallon of pure
Columbian coffee, Riddler on the Roof,

winning Senior TDCAA's in Nordic
Skiing, to being called by nicknames
(.Exxon, Sly. Gino). These memories will

always stay with me. thank you.

MICHAEL DE CARVALHO
Man hath a weary pilgrimage

as through the world he (travels).

On every stage from youth to age,

(His destiny unravels);

With heaviness he casts his eyes

Upon the road before.

And still remembers with a sigh

The days that are no more.

-SOUTHHEY. Remembrance

In Perpetuum Fratres

Ave Atque Vale

-Catullus. Ode, CI

ANTHONY DE CRISTOFARO
The movie will begin in five years. The
mind was the voice announced. As we
seated and were darkened the voice con-

tinued. All those unseated will awake the

next show. The program for this evening

is not new, you've seen this entertain-

ment through and through. You've seen

your life, your death, you might recall all

the rest. Did you have a good world
when you died, enough to base a movie



CEDRIC DE LEON
"... And I got to thinking over our trip

down the river; and I see Jim before me
all the time: in the day and in the night-

time, sometimes moonlight, sometimes

storms, and we a-floating along, talking

and singing and laughing. I'd see him

standing my watch on top of his'n stead

of calling me. so I could go on sleeping ..."

JEAN PAUL DE MARCO
"Why do you have to he like that for?",

you ask.

Let me enlighten you.

All that is, was and will be

Universe much too big to see

Time and space never ending

Disturbing thoughts, questions pending

Limitations of human understanding

Too quick to criticize

Obligation to survive

We hunger to be alive

My greatest moments have to be captur-

ing the SMC Junior Football Champion-

ship in '89 and the Senior in '91.

CARLO DIGIOVANNI
My SMC years have left me with many
memorable moments; OFSAA Basket-

ball 89, Kingston Tournament 91, vol-

leyball party 91, New year's 92. Mo's

excellent announcements. TDCAA
Basketball "Champs" 92. the B-ball

boys. Mr. Tessaro's seminars, and my
excellent Finite mark (NOT!).

Thanks to all the guys who made the last

five years a blast. Do not follow the well

travelled road, but go your own way. and

leave a trail behind vou.

MICHAEL DYMOND
While the crew ate. the Fiddler began to

play. I reflected on memories of another

day. The Holy war was won playing

Ultimate under the sun. Now university

calls for Ace, Lloyd. Cheese and me to

leave these yellow brick halls that were

home to me. For tomorrow I will strive

to reach farther and grasp the untouch-

able, trv harder and achieve the unthink-

able.

PAOLO DE LUCA
"Two thumbs up!"

-Siskel and Ebert

"Had Cleopatra's nose been shorter, the

whole history of the world would have

been different."

"If you listen to advice and are willing to

leam one day you will be wise."

-Proverbs 19:20

JOHN PAUL DE ROSE
I'd like to thank Nadia Patricia Amati for

the tutoring help over five years, our ski

days were a real TEAR! 30-7, 6-4 & 23-

14 in football were all too good to for-

get. Last but not least Angie Cerelli,

thanks for the countless great times we
had! "Later!"

STEPHEN DOREY
It is true St. Michael's has produced

plenty of famous people, but it is here

that I immortalize my memories of those

people, places, and events which are out-

standing in my mind: Mr. Dudzinski's

Science class, homeroom with Fr.

Zinger. Rock Night, St. Mike's vs Power

football. Quebec trip. Senior "B"

hockey. Fr. Cullen and Fr. Mulcahy for

grade nine English, all my fellow stu-

dents, and teachers who have enriched

my time spent between these yellow

brick walls.

BRIAN EMANUEL
I remember O.F.S.A.A. 88.

I remember beating Michael Power 6-4

and 23-14.

I remember never attending a ski day.

I remember rockets in grade 12.

Finally. I remember the conspiracies.



MARK EMILA
We shall not cease from exploration

And (he end of all our exploring

Will be 10 arrive where we started

And know the place for the first lime

-T.S. Eliol

"Little Gidding"

DREW ENGLEHUTT
"Yesterday, there was so many things

I was never told

Now that I'm starlin' 10 learn

I feel I'm growin' old

Cause yesterday's jjoi nothin' for me
Old pictures that I'll always see-

Time just fades the pages

In my book of memories

-Guns n' Roses
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MICHAEL FABRO
My five years at St. Mike's somehow
feci like six. 1 came to this great institu-

tion for an education and athletics. It has

given me all that and much, much more!

To wear the "M" on the ice requires

pride and honour. It is this pride and

honour which creates tradition. Thanks

to Barozzino. Knott. Thomas. Brett

Lindros, and all the Buzzers.

"It's a great day for hockey."

-Bob Johnson
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DANIELE FIACCO
These are things 1 shall treasure: the

soothing trickle of perspiration as I

blankly stared at any Physics test; Beta.

Units. Secants and Hyperbolas: the bril-

liance of autumn's colours and the mere

beauty in life (which awakened me to a

greater appreciation for the "hortus").

thanks to Mr. McKernan: the artistic

board of education; the colour yellow

and best of all the friendships which
have grown along the way.

ROGER FLAIM
Dear St. Mike's.

Thank you for introducing me to cram-

ming, stress, cheat notes, caffeine. Coles

notes, stress, insanity, all nighters, stress,

graphing calculators, stress, cream filled

donuts, 20 page exams, nervous break-

downs, stress, satanic school cheers,

mental anguish, stress, and calculus. But,

more importantly thanks for introducing

me to discipline, prayer, knowledge, sac-

rifice, priorities, and best of all, lifelong

friends and mentors.

Special thanks to SMC for seeing me
throueh.

TIMOTHY FORAN
I remember many things: ROCK, Grade

I I grubdays. Grade 1 1 French class, try-

ing to play "American Woman" at the

lodge, and Brent Arthurs' driving abili-

ties. To end, Mojo said it best: 1 want to

get my kicks before the whole house

goes up in flames.

ROGER FRANCIS
Men should be judged, not by their tint

of skin.

The gods they serve, the vintage that

they drink.

Nor by the way they fight, or love, or sin.

But by the quality of thought they think.

Thanks go out to all my friends who
have made St. Mike's a memory worth

cherishing - especially the Dons: Brian

Emmanuel. Hance Clarke, Kevin
Williams. Shayne Mauricette, and Roger

Flaim.

ALESSANDRO FRESCURA
What a long strange trip it's been.

Five years of rockin' rollin' and Metro-

bowlin'.

The memories: beating Power 6-4 and

23-14 for the belt. Russia trip 88. Fr.

Enright's English class, European gig 90,

UCC brawl, Rookie party 89. second

period forum and the Abbey and SMC
semis. Follow your heart, your instincts

and your dreams. Big thanks to my buds,

my babes, my love and my hun.
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EOIN HEFFERNAN
While man> will remembei m> "Faids"

science project I will remembei Quebec
irip XX and 92. Washington,

Peterborough, I he original Baby Blues.

,\i Mcdermott, Andre Popadynec, Jan

Jekielek and Tesky, the Senior B's.

going out to lunch in grade 10, Pizza

Delighi iR.l.P.) and the pitbull cam-

paign GOOD II CK TO ALL and he

careful for trouble won't jeopardize your

position ... anymore.

PAUL HKL1.YAR
The one thin^ ill remember most aboui

Si Mike's is thai the five yean I spent

here went b) so quickly. I'll never lorgci

the good times I had here.

I^t

CASIM1R HEROLD
Man) memories emanate from five great

years ol football, especiall) 6-4 and 23-

14. Maintaining my 1 (KM) batting aver-

age for the baseball leant, being a Rod
with the Sr. B's in Peterborough, pick-up

games of Ultimate in the park, and
Wrestlemania at Skiday '91 will stay

with me always. Dionysus at Rock-Nite
'90 wxs my 15 (or maybe 3.5) minutes of

fame. Fr. Cullen's art classes. Mr.
Riharich's chemistry. Mr. Narducci's

math. Fr. Zinger's homeroom, and Mr.

Chillies geo.. rank among the most pro-

ductive activities at SMC.

STEVEN HOFFMAN
"I've been down underground

and 1 swear to God if I ever see the sun

or for any length of time I can hold il in

my mind.

I never again will go down under-
ground"

-UNKNOWN
"Great holes secretly are dug.

Where earth pores ought lo suffice.

And things have learnt to walk that

ought to crawl."

-H.P. Lovecraft

MARK HODSON
Since grade 9 we've run with wings on

our heels, debated with wit. shined as

champions, spoken with eloquence, sang

like angels, volunteered selfishly, and
prayed with conviction. I'd like to extend

particular thanks to my family and
friends for teaching me love and priority,

and to Fr. Zinger for expanding virtue. I

came reluctantly, having everything,

believing in nothing. I leave grateful,

realizing how much is left to be learned,

cherishing virtue, seeing truth, and trust-

ing in God.

IAN HUTCHINSON
I am also known as Hutch. Hack, and
one half of a 70's cop tandem. What I

remember is Mr. Tessaro's Gr. 1 1 chem-
istry class, the tennis teams, the blue

spruce, and Mr, Narducci's JFK semi-

ROBERT INNOCENTIN
"No eternal reward will forgive us now
for wasting the dawn"

-Jim Morrison

I would like to thank Rob Grossi. Carlo

DiGiovanni and the boys. (Catherine

Perconti. Paola Simenetto and the twins

for all the good times. Never forget, but

live and let die!

<£fV -^
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ANDREY INTIHAR
During my time at SMC I enjoyed
Senior B hockey, Softball and post vol-

leyball tourney festivities. My SMC life

started in grade 10 at a SMC dance. Ever

since then it's been a blur, except certain

events. For example, the grade 1 1 math
contest, my French Disco performance,

Kazabazua at the SMC Roknile.
rollerblading into religion class and
Quebec, just call me the King! Thanx.
and beware, I have a brother!!!!
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KEVIN A. JANUS
Farewell to SMC Drama after nine

wicked shows. Debating, and Band.

Amongst my most memorable moments

were the Band Trip to Italy. Summer of

90. McGill '91, Quinn's Gr. 10 Rel

Class. Thank you Fr. McCabe, Sr.

Frances, Mr. Story, and Mr. Fenn. A
fond farewell to Mr. Quinn, Mr. Lewis.

Fr. McKinnon and Mr. Hedican who will

exist merely as objects of humorous past

reflection (and ridicule). Thank you

Kriszta. My final comment on Grad '92

is. to quote T.S. Eliot. "Hurry Up Please.

It's Time!"

STEP-HEN KEITH
For Kazabazua, the Blue Trippers, the

Dart Club, Quebec, and tiggers. many
many tigger's ... what wonderful things. I

say "my ink is pale and my pen is dry."

it's all over thanks for you who made it

good. "Take care of all your memories,

for you cannot relive them" (Dylan).

"Let not your dream fade away in the

reality of the present."

PAUL KIM
Good times, bad times, lots of memories

I'll never forget: Gene Natalie, walking

across Loblaws parking lot, "Why do

they call you Gino'?". Fr. Enright's

English class, dress pants in June, ice

cream pies, ski day brawls, physics class

(just sit there and nod). 214, 213. and

Mr. Forbes pre-game speeches. So long,

idieu. good-bye Double Blue.

MICHAEL KOEN
Where to begin after five years'? How
about this is not Dave Leswick's profile!

But if you're still interested, memorable

moments at St. Mike's were English with

Fr. Muth and Mr. Bolton, being chem
"narrator", and the plays. Three ski trips

to Quebec with Steve Rebello, and the

ski "days" at the Hodson homestead also

stick out. Many thanks, and good-bye!

JAN JEKIELEK
If I am not for myself, then who is for me:

and being for myself alone, what am I?

If not now. when?

ADAM KELLY
Some folks trust to reason,

others trust to might.

I don't trust to nothing'

but I know it comes out right.

Say it once again now,

I hope you understand

when it's done and over. Lord.

a man is just a man.

-Robert Hunter

ANDREW KNOTT
Just a bit of advice, relax and take it

easy! Being serious at times is good but

girls and partying must be your main pri-

ority. Hey, if it wasn't mine. I never

would have graduated. Just ask, "the

boys."

KEVIN KOLB
There are leaders and there are followers.

Life is really quite simple, isn't it?



KENNETH LEE
I had fun in 12 Physics with Hoffman
.mil Mrs. Hogan. lle> Dez, is your ha;;

on fire? Jim Pack is #1 Special thanks 10

Mr. P for helping me realize thai I have a

promising career at Gameworld Besi of

luck to all my friends. Eternal and time-

less, school holds infinite tunnels,

Forever enlightening, never needless .„

-Morgan Kell

n
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ANTHONY LEE
I was raised here by divine omnipotence,

primordial love and ultimate intellect.

Only those elements time cannot wear

were made before me. and beyond time

I stand

Abandon all hope ye who enter here."

-Dante

The Inferno

MICHAEL LENTON
Like all Englishmen, Michael Lemon is

a gteat man.

DERRICK LEUNG
Look to this day

For yesterday is but a dream

And tomorrow is only a vision

But today, well lived.

Makes every yesterday a dream of hap-

piness

And every tomorrow a vision of hope.

Look well, therefore, to this day.

EDMUND LEE
A person doesn't fully experience St.

Michael's unnl he has seen a champion.

A St, Michael's student is synonymous

with champion. I will ,ilw.i\s remember
ft-4 and 14- ! 4. To all who pass these

yellow walls, find the easier road, take

every precaution and heal the system. As
Albert Einstein once said. "Imagination

is more important than knowledge."

ANDREW LEICH
"If the doors of perception were
cleansed, everything will appear to man
as it is, infinite."

-William Blake

DAVID LESW1CK
Over my years at St. Mike's I have been

known as "Tall goofy White Guy,"
"Pipes." "Mike." and "one half of the

Gruesome Twins." I have learned how to

throw a good shoulder in a crowded hall-

way. Steve Rebello style. Ten years from

now I'll still live at the pool, own the

Winnipeg Jets and have read Greg
Walsh's book, HOW TO BE ME.

DAVID LEWIS
-Nor deem the irrevocable Past

As wholly wasted, wholly vain.

If, rising on its wrecks, at last

To something nobler, we attain.

-Longfellow . The Ladder of St.

Augustine

Ik



ANDREW LLOYD
Throughout my wonderful years at SMC
I've been called "Lloyd" or "Opie." I

remember, Fr. Enright's Gr. 1 1 English.

Wall of Trombones. Harvey's. Ultimate

Frisbee. Plays, "All my life's a circle"

and looking for hours at the blue spruce.

Good Luck Grads. Au Revoir.

"Youi invisible and have so much to

conceal."

-Dylan

ANTHONY LOIACONO
Thanks to those who made it possible to

be a part of the St. Michael's Tradition.

Best of luck to all the grads and never

give up because "Genius is 1% inspira-

tion and 99% perspiration." (EDISON)

K3» "*-
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ROMAN LYS1AK
Said Rumecoke to Nick Scamuwell,

My very young friend who is learning to

spell. The A is for ape. And the B is for

bear. The M is for mouse. And the R is

for rat. I know all twenty-six letters like

that. So now I know everything anyone

knows. From beginning to end. From
start to the close. Because Z is as far as

the alphabet goes." ...

O
TONY MACRI
I thank all those who made my stay here

at St. Mike's somewhat enjoyable, they

know who they are. I'll especially

remember Joe Temperato's hand-in-

pocket trip, the pre-Jamaica trip and the

"old" neighbourhood. The world outside

the lunatic asylums is no less weird than

the world inside. The truth is lived, not

taueht. Ciao!

JOHN MARCHETTI
I'll remember not to forget Quebec 90/91

.

91/92. Gr. 10, 11. Bio. Ski days, and

Joe's Plywoods. The honor of being a

nobleman along with Amati. Caranci.

DeMarco, DeRose. Lloyd, McAskill and

Zanatta, was the highlight of my high

school years.

FILIPPO MARSALA
A million million spermatozoa.

All of them alive:

Out of their cataclysm but one poor Noah

Dare hope to survive.

And among that billion minus one

Might have chanced to be

Shakespeare, another Newton, a new
Donne-

But the One was Me.

-Aldous Huxley

It's been fun, but not really.

-Weekend at Bernie's

PAULO MARQUES
"T'was a journey once most feared.

Now t'is conquered and cleared,

On a new course we shall trot.

Even though St. Mike's will never be

forgot.

PAULO MARTINS
"Conscience is God's presence in Man.



FRANCESCO MARTIRE
As Charles Dickens once wrote, It was

ihe best of nines, u was the worst of

link's . This hesi sums up m> yean .11

Si Mikes, The besl ol nines included

ihe good lests, ihe championship games,

am class, and being Yearbook Editor.

The worst of times included the not-so-

good tests, the sleepless nights, and

being Yearbook Edilor. What makes my
experience at St. Mikes worthwhile is

that the best of tunes tar outnumber the

WOTSI ot times. Thanks Mom and Dad.

CHRISTOPHER MAUGERI
People ol quality know everything with-

out ever ha\ me. been laught anything.

Moliere

There' is a good nine coming, boys.

A good lime coming.

-Charles Mackay

SHAYNE MAURICETTE
finally the path we are approaching will

be our own, and not the same as those

gone before us. But beware of the

dreams that are unattainable, for they

may only come true. Beware a lack of

dreams for this bring nothing. Never for-

get the innocent (and mischievous con-

spiracies! always be the "Big Kid.'

JAMES MCASKILL
This is it boys, we're finally there It's

been a great five years and good luck 10

everybody in the future. Thanks to the

boys, you know who you are. I don't

know if I would have survived without

you. Remember, TURN IT UP ...!!!

PAUL MCCASH
Well it's been a slice!!! (The last 5 years

that is). I've had many great times here at

St. Mike's and abroad, and have become

friends with many great guys, especially

my very good friend Mike Nedzelski.

whom I've had several exciting, differ-

ent, weird, fun, dangerous, risky and

exuberant adventures with, and whom I

was able to enlighten regarding the finer

concepts of style. (Nice Coiff. Fluff!)

THOMAS MCCONNON
"He not busy being born, is busy dying."

-Bob Dylan

"I had nothing to offer anyone but my
own confusion."

-J. Kerouac

"That's the funny thing about life - it's so

unlike anything else, if you think about it."

-P.O. Wodehouse

ALAN MCDERMOTT
"Going to church doesn't make you a

Christian anymore than going to a

garage makes you a car."

Attending St. Mikes did not make me the

athlete or student that I am. It did, how-

ever, help me to refine my skills in all

areas and contributed greatly to making
me the person that 1 am today.

MATTHEW MCGRATH
It's hard to say what I remember most

about St. Mike's but I'll try: Quebec 90,

91. 92: study sessions at John Britcher's

and my house; Mr. Quinn's Religion

Class; Mr. Shust's Calculus class, but

most importantly, all the partying I've

done with Remi Nickel, Pat Power.

Andrey Nowakowski. Mike Reagan, and

Carl Verez. "Let's go chow down."



PAUL MCKEOWN
I have many memories of my 5 years at

SMC. Among these are OFSAA France

'91 with Vernon and his voodoo rituals,

Quebec 90-91 with the boys, and Semi
•91.

MICHAEL MEEHAN
I am often known as Soloflex or

Meehan's brother. Building the Rodent

Transit in Mr. Dudzinski's class with

Wilson. What about Polsky and Hutch?

Losing for Prez by 24 votes, ouch.

Which way's the beach Meehan? Hours

of Ping-Pong with Cheevers and Potter

in the garage. "Let me grab 15 more
minutes of rays!" The Senior B hockey

team ruled the ice!

NICOLA MIELE
Put five of the best years of your life into

sixty words. Quite the impossible task if

you ask me. There's so much 1 want to

say, but what's left to say? Good-bye,

and thank you. I'd like to thank all the

boys (Thanks for the good times, it's

been a slice), thank you SMC. but most

of all. thank you TV.

ANDREW MONIC
"... You can use your illusion

Let it take you where it may
We live and leant -

And then sometimes it's best to walk away

Me I'm just here hangin' on

It's my only place to stay at least

for now anyway
I've worked too hard for my illusions

Just to throw them all away."

-W.A. Rose

l.fc

JAMES MCKERNAN
I thank: Mr. E. Narducci for the leniency

after a very long double lunch: Tony
Caranci for giving ALL of my straw-

berry jam to the flavour of the week:

Babv Huey: The Harveys Boys: The
RELAXLNG time in 349.

'

MAURICE MICHELIN
"It was the best of times, it was the worst

of times." The heights of greatness

reached and kept were not attained by

sudden flight, but they whilst their com-

panions slept were toiling upwards in the

night.

-Daddy

Did Mo know President? Mo didn't

know Mr. Thompson!!! OFSAA 1990

Javelin. Grub days? Good Luck! Time

lost can never be regained!!!

-Mommy

SEAN MOLLOY
Nothing in education is so astonishing as

the amount of ignorance it accumulates

in the form of inert facts.

-Henrv Adams. The

Education of

Henry Adams

GERARDO MONTEMARANO
Five years have come and gone right

before my eyes some good and some bad

but through it all they've been the best

years of my life. The most memorable

events go out to Nick Miele and Phil

Marsala remember the party, the kiss,

and the glasses ... (ouch! my head).

Here's a raised glass to all my graduating

friends, thanks for all the laughs!!!



ADRIAN MONTGOMERY
My high school career al Si. Michaels

has been and will he one of the most

momentous experiences of my life, From

(he long lasting friendships thai I have

made to the feelings of pride and sell-

confidence (he school has instilled in

me. So thank you St. Michael's for the

Kerry Blues, the Pep Rallies, the wisdom

01 Mi McKernan and Mr. Pignataro. the

kindness of Mrs. Morra. the ski da\s. the

shenanigans with Chris Currie and Paul

Calisi. the dances, and most of all. for

the wonderful memories.

ORSON MORRISON
I remember. Russia tour Gr. 9, Father

Zinger's 10B homeroom, "Youth in

Concert European Band Tour, "Joseph

and his amazing dreamcoat 'as Jacob,

Council Committee '92. choir, running

for social rep. Abbey girls. Montreal (It's

a conspiracy'), and my friends. Thanks

SMC for these enriching experiences, I

will remember them with pride.

"Through education we rid ourselves of

ignorance and prejudice, and are able to

live life to the fullest."

CARMINE MURACA
"I found it hard, it's hard to find, well

whatever, never mind." It's finally over

but not without unforgettable memories.

Those frequent chats with Mr. Fenn
were interesting.

-ROCK

MICHAEL NEDZELSKJ
Five great years at St. Mike's, what can I

say ? We've survived it all, and moved on
in our ways. Which niner would have
dreamed, five years past. That we'd
finally make it. and oh, what a blast.

Never will I forget the slickster whose
hair's always wet. Stick with me brother.

a monogamist you'll be yet! Semis and

hockey, Quebec and weekends too.

Without those times. I'd never have
pulled through. Life goes on, ups and
downs, no matter how crazy. Salute to

you guvs: "Asta la vista, baby!"

Thank you boys, thanks for the best

times. NEVER FORGET

JEFFREY MORES
Circ.il men. great nations, have not been

boasters and buffoons, but peru

the terror of life, and have manned ihciii

selves to face it.

i menon

CHRISTOPHER MOXON
Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime,

And, departing, leave behind us

Footprints on the sands of time.

-Longfellow. A Psalm of Life

MARCO NAZZICONE
Think as it was

Then again it will be

Though the course may change sometimes

Rivers always reach the sea.

Kind of makes me feel sometimes

I didn't have to grow
For as an eagle leaves a nest

I've got so far to go

-Led Zeppelin

Thanks everyone!

REMI NICKEL
I'll remember when I was in school.

Peterborough. Quebec, and good times

with the Senior Double Blues. Never to

forget the games we won. Being the

best.always No. 1. I was also known as

the Rem. remo. Uncle Rem.
Good Luck to all who still remain. Later!



PAUL NUSCA
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue

I've finally Graduated

Yipp - Yaaaa - Hooo!

!

M> most memorable moments are:

Quebec 90-91. 91-92, Labour Day 91,

Grade 1 1 English. Period 6 Economics. I

was known as Nooshh, and Rick.

ADRIAN OZIEWICZ
St. Mike's is now over and these past

five years have gone by fast. They have

been good experiences. Grade 1

1

English with Fr. Enright, Grade 10

French with Mr. Tannis were memorable

... still figuring out how to pass Mr.

Thompson's Physics tests. Thanks to all

the teachers for keeping me in line.

MATTHEW PAQUIZ
After five illustrious years at SMC there

have been many events and people that

stand out in my mind: The March Break

"Live-In" at Barozzino's. "Pre Ski-Day"

parties (at Nickle's and Teichmann's),

Peterborough (Slushfest) 91 champions,

Quebec 91-92. and to the "Brigade"

(Tate, Cardella. Nickel) and the Rod
Squad (Barozzino, Thomas, Fabro.

Knott). I say don't change and never take

off vour Vuarnets! !

!

STEPHEN PATTEN
Five years ago. someone told me that

high school would be over in a snap. He
then snapped his fingers ... and nothing

changed. Now, his "snap" is over, and a

lot has changed - for the better. My fond

memories of SMC are; McQuaid '89.

France '90, and 13 Physics ("Draw a dia-

gram'.'!). Special thanks to the

Lithuanian Tetrapack Slavko Mashyk.

Paul Tusek, Kathy Bilyk, and mom and

dad.

1 h

MAXIMILLIAN OLIVIERI
During my two years, here at SMC I

have experienced things that I don't

think I could have experienced anywhere

else. My most memorable events are:

English OAC, Mr. Ribarich's group

teaching method. TDCAA Football

champions in 1991, wrestling at the

TDCAA Finals, and the Italian Play.

I would like to thank the staff and stu-

dents for making my experiences pleas-

ant ones.

MATTHEW PAGANO
"I can see myself, its a golden sunrise:

Young boy open up your eyes;

It's supposed to be your day

Now off you go, horizon bound

And you won't stop until you've found

Your own kind of way.

And the wind would whip your tousled

hair;

Brave tales of love and strife

And somewhere on your path to glory.

You will write;

Your story of a life ..."

-Harry Chapin, "Story of a Life"

ANTHONY PASQUINI
While attending SMC. I have encoun-

tered my ups and downs. Making the

soccer team, math club, meals on
wheels, and being presidents of the

Montreal Canadiens and W.W.F. fan

clubs were great accomplishments. The
not so great moments were enrolling in

Economics OAC and receiving my
report cards. The following quotation is

dedicated to my fellow graduates: "Stand

for something or you will fall for any-

thing."

-Anonvmous

SEAN PESCADOR
The gift that friends and the community
provides exceeds what they themselves

possess. Thanks St. Michael's for all the

memories like TDCAA Football

Championship '91 and Senior Double

Blues tournament, and Peterborough.

Thanks for the pocket vectors, the

economies of scale, taking the deriva-

tive, finding the Net Torque, finding out

that there's no magic, and learning that

knowledge rules supreme.



V1TO PILEGG1
In (Ik- il.irk. see past our eyes

Pnmiil of truth no matter where n lies

Gazing up to the bree/e of the heavens

On .1 quest meaning, reason to be dis-

covered

Hie foundation has been built

built upon goodness, know ledge and

discipline it we do not swaj from out

learned ways

nothing shall ever shatter our crystal

spinis

in \ki ESPIKOLI
iiuu- have been man) greal n

which will remain with me from these

pasi yeais ,n St. Michaels. Some include

the mp to I urope, trip to California, I

years ol seinoi soccer and weekends jusl

having tun. Hut perhaps the greatest ol

all thesv memories arc those of raj

friends, lor without them I doubt thai I

ever would have survived.

Later!

PHILIP POLES
With this stone for a throne.

I look down on my pond

But I cannot look down on the places

beyond

This throne that I sit on is too, too low

down.

It ought lobe higher!"

He said with a frown

If I could sit high how much greater I'd

be!

What a king! Id be ruler of all I can

see!"

-Yenle the Trutle

MATTHEW PONESSE
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.

And sorry I could not travel both,

I took the one less travelled by.

And that has made all the difference

-R. Frost

ANDRE POPADYNEC
Some of the things I'll remember the

most are: the Grade nine Football Rally,

Fr. Muth's sixth period English. "Eoin

for JVP", going out for lunch in Grade
Ten, Pizza Delight, the king of cartoons.

Ralph Schwartz. Al's tricycle, workin'

the schedules, sundaes - Teskey sty le.

nickels and dimes, and the ditches.

Thanks!

JOHN POTTER
See ya boys! Long live those Quebec
City memories! Remember to have fun

and play safe! And finally good. good.

good-bye!!

PATRICK POWER
"Looking for the new world, and a

palace in the sun." "Good friends we
have, or good friends we've lost, along

the way. but in this bright future, we
can't forget our past ..."

LUKE PRYSHLAK
My stay at St. Michael's has been a

quick and colourful one full of good
times and interesting adventures. Instead

of babbling on and on and on I shall

keep this short. I went to Power and I

have this dog. I had a good time at Remi
Nickel's. Memories are; Quebec and lis-

tening to Brent Arthurs pretend he's a

car. speed runs at Mount St. Anne and

"Nice socks McCash."



REGINALD RAMLOGAN
In my five years at St. Michael's I have

experienced good times and bad. but as I

look back I can see that I have developed

mentally in a positive manner. I have

reached a new height on my ladder of

goals.

Success is getting up just one more time

than you fall down.

STEPHEN REBELLO
Well 1 5.000 dollars later guys and some-

times I wonder ... got to remember 6-4

championships, the last bow. and club

exclusif

... the walks on the wild side, through St.

Mike's "crowded" halls. Hope you all

made it.

... lastly thanks to physics class that made
clear, engineering wasn't for me!

... might have been worth it?? See ya!

CHRISTOPHER ROACH
If dogs ever come to rule the world.

I hope they don't pick their leaders

according to size

Because I'm sure there are a lot of chi-

huahua out there with some really good

ideas.

ROBERT ROLLER
This has certainly been a meaningful

five years at St. Michael's playing a siz-

able role in my personal development. I

wholly benefitted from contemplating

the sunrise while completing assign-

ments, building a powerhouse chess

team, being involved in all aspects of the

science fair, but most of all, experienc-

ing the mind opening "tangential force"

exerted on us in manv classes.

DOMENICO ROSSO
The longest journey begins with a single

step. As I look back at my 5 years at

SMC I recall the good times and the bad

... it seems like just yesterday we all

arrived together and now we all part,

each going our separate ways. Good luck

everyone!

- Nosce te ipsum -

CIAO!

JULIAN SALKAUSKIS
It's "gonna hurt, with the two other

Lithuanians. Butler. Ross, Mathews,
Torma and the Oakville trio. There's the

ups: walking in the rain, Baltic bashes,

Ned's OFSAA skiing, a starry night, the

Blue Dot's, 4 A.M. studying and cottage

gatherings. Then there's the downs: bike

crashes, physical, chain saw massacres

& broken ...!

I might have done it wrong but I got the

right answers.

GIANNI SASSO
Well, it's finally over. Who said Sas

couldn't make it through five years at

SMC? Who said it couldn't be done? My
best year was 91 , all the great times with

the boyz. You know who you are. We
can't be stopped. Well that's about it. Oh
I know, and finally beat it.

CLAUDIO SAVERINO
My five years here at St. Mike's have

taught me a great deal and provided

many memories all which have come
and gone. The friends with whom I have

shared the past five years with will

always be a part of me, and as I look

back I can't help but remember the many
great moments I have had throughout my
high school years!



NICHOLAS SCOLOZZI
... Then he almost fell flat faced on the

floor When I picked up the chalk and

drew one letter more! A letter he never

had dreamed of before! And said. "You
can stop, if you want with the Z
"But not me!

In the places I go there are tilings thai 1 see

That I never could spell if I stopped with

the Z

I'm telling you this cause you're one of

my friends.

M\ alphabet starts where vou alphabet

ends!

MICHAEL SILEIKA
hi five years at SMC I have learned how
to take other people's fries, to throw a

shoulder in the hallway, what methane
smells like, to get from Harveys to class

in 32 seconds, that niners really do get

smaller every year, oh yah ... and that

Physics, Calculus and Chemistry stuff.

Thanks to all grads. for an awesome five

years.

DANIEL SPALVIER1
"Let's HIT IT one more time!"

'92 TDCAA Football Champions

DESMOND TANG
To see a world in a grain of sand

And a heaven in awild flower

To hold infinity in the palm of your hand,

And eternity in an hour

-Blake. Auguries of Innocence

PATRICK SCOITO 1)1 LUZIO
For the past live sears. 1 have been pan
of a community that has distinguished

itself in almost every domain - from aca

denncs to arts lo athletics. I he fun and

excitement that comes with be

winners adds an extra dimension to eilu

cation, making my St. Mike's experience

ill the more valuable and all the more
memorable.

DONG-IL SOHN
If 1 have seen further it is by standing on

the shoulders of giants

-Sir Isaac Newton
Some memorable events in my high

school years include: Grade 9 initiation,

learning about JFK from Mr. Narducci.

realizing how really inept I am in

Physics, Grade 10 hockey where 1 man-
aged to bodycheck a Fuji sign in

Newmarket, working in "the garden."

Montreal '91, Quebec '91 and the suicide

skiday. Thaks for the memories!

SEAN STAVRO
So long St. Mike's! Do five years fly

when you're having fun? Not really.

Where is John McKenna? Absent for the

300th day in a row. My most memorable
classes were Mr. Ribarich's grade 9 & 10

Science Classes and Mr. Quinn's grade

10 religion class. Unforgettable
moments: grade 9 Ski day. Remember
Caranci? My best educational experience

at St. Mike's was the Washington trip in

'90. Oh well, this is it, farewell SMC.

DAVID TATE
The sound, face and mind of today

Is more relative to the hope of tomorrow

And the reality of destruction

Than the blind who cannot see

Their children for fear and division.

Something that grew and related

Five reflections of today's children ..."

-The Rollins Stones

4 M



JOSEPH TEMPERATO
Lois of great memories, especially the

hashbrowns at Mickey D's. the acid

experiments with Mr. Tessaro in

Chemistry, dreaming on the grass during

Biology with Mr. Dudzinski, the "Say no

to Drugs" campaigns and "No means

G. MARC TESKEY
As I leave St. Mike's, I will take with me
all of the joys and hardships that come
with attending mis school. All my teach-

ers told me that disappointment builds

character, so after five years of my
marks, my character must be monumen-

tal. I will remember St. Mike's for its

high standards and ego bruising abilities.

ARTHUR THOMAS
I'm here for a good time not a long time.

BENJAMIN THORNTON
I have been known as The Fish and

Butch to Vellone's Sundance. I have lit-

tle to say except good-bye and thanks to

all my friends, and it's amazing what a

joke election campaign in Grade 10 will

do to a guy. So until we meet again,

remember "Anything is possible if you

don't know what you are talking about"

and "Wow, that's terrific boss!" Fare

thee well.

PIOTR TOKARSK1
Why confuse life's complexities when
the leather runs smooth on the passenger

seat.

SAULIUS VALADKA
Reflecting on the five years of my life

certain experiences come to mind, some

bad: English 55, Wellesiy dance, invalid

for a month, again; but most good:
Ludicrous A.M. studying. TDCAA
Football - Skiing Champs, Skydome
opening, Baltic Bashes. B-Ball

Weekends, the Lithuanian times, ... I

now leave SMC with a consoling

thought. "Trust me ... I know what I'm

doing!"

JOSEPH VARONE
I've said it once and I've said it three

times but I'm not going to tell you twice,

"Life moves fast if you don't stop and

look around once and awhile you might

just miss it! (Ferris Bueller). To all my
friends good luck or as they say in

French good luck.

ROBERT VELLONE
The Man of 1000 voices. & Sundance

Kid.

"Is life worth living' That depends on

the liver."

"I never think of the future. It comes
soon enough." "Endlessly Sire!" "Spider-

sense tingling!" Long, long be my heart

with such memories filled! Like the vase

in which roses have once been distilled:

You may break, you may shatter the

vase if you will, But the Scent of the

roses will hang' round it still. Thank you

to all. See you on the other side!

26
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GREGORY WALSH
After five scars at St. Michaels I've

been known as "Big Red Ihe Copper
lop", and the other half of the gruesome

twins. "Air Walsh. Keep your skis on Ihe

ground!" Thanks go lo Mr. Thompson
loi teaching us to deal with large

mounts ot stress, Mr. Tessaro for teach-

ing us how lo relax and be cool. Mr.

Narducei for his JFK seminars and Mr.

McKernan for showing us ihe blue

KEVIN WILLIAMS
I he Waiting"

Phase I

The seed is planted when opposites
attract, can you dig it? It takes the physi-

cal to create the physical.

Phase II

The flower blossoms through what
seems to be a concrete surface. (Greed.

racism, physical, and social handicaps).

These are things which mold die flower;

Red rose or black rose, no inbelween.

Phase 111 • The Judgement

If it were to fall upon you today.

Which flower would you be. the red rose

or black?

DAVID ZANATTA
Some things I'll never forget like Quebec
City '91 Europe '89 and Montreal. Some
things my friends won't let me forget

like coconut head and the banana inci-

dent and the Mr. Reese crackdown.
Some guys I'll never forget, the noble-

men and friends. Just remember guys,

"What are you going to do when they

come for you?"

4ik

IOIIN WASSENAAR
Alas how swift the moments flj

'

How Hash the years along 1

Scarce here, yet gone ahead) bj .

The burden of a song

See childhood, youth, and inauln

»

and age with furrowed brow

I mi. « .is Tmie shall be - drain the glass

But where in Time is now '

-John Quincy Adams. The Houi i .lass

BRADLEY YOUNG
SMC has given me many memories:
Niner Day, the 1st Baby Blue MVP. X-C
Quadropeat Team (T-Bird. Forts. Was,
Al - OFSAA Champs "XS. '89, '90, ^l ).

France '90 Quebec "91. Ski Day '92

(bloodied but unbowed). Twig was origi-

nal, but where the heck did I get Tico?

Thanx to all the guys, and teachers who
made school bearable (and sometimes
fun) and allowed me to succeed at SMC.

CHRISTOPHER ZOWNIR
I remember: Football practice. Sunday
units. Fr. Enright's English, cribbing,

Summer vacation and "Where's John
McKenna? I don't remember: Quebec,
long weekends. Hunting trips, Latin,

Bud goggles.
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Aburto. Xavier

Acerbi. Paul

Albano. Raffaele

Albert. Mike

Albisser. David

Akiridge. Christopher

Amado. Martin

Annibale. Jason

Araujo. Joseph

Armstrong. Evan

Barbato. Giorgio

Bear. John

Beeslev. Blair

Bellissimo. Daniel

Bellmore. Patrick

Berardinelli. Jason

The Wolfman

Botelho, Daniel

Bozzo. Riccardo

Burns. David

Campbell. Stewart

Campbell. Colin

Oh**

Capobianco. Adrian

Caramanna. Giuseppe

Carbonelli. Mark

Cardella. Jonathan

Cargnelli, Claudio

c% f% r\ m ft
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Chang, Dennis

Charlton, Brian

( !hien, Fu Nan
( Ihodorek, ( 'hristopher

Choi, Kenneth

C'lnii. Ke\ in

Ciurluini, Jason

Coles, Scan

Comerford, Ryan

Contardi, Marco

Corrado, Teddy

Creta, Gianni

Cudizio, Daniele

Cugliari. Anthony

DAIessio, Alfonso

D'Aprile, David

Dacambra, Mark
Davidson, Gavin

De Santis. Lorenzo

De Wolfe. Brian

Dempsey, Christian

Di Giacomo. Stephen

Di Nardo. Marco

Di Vizio. John

Dioso. Roderick

Dominaue. Adriel

/iAmMuM



Dos Santos. Troj

Dulny, John

Durocher. Stephane

Fanlilli. Michael

Fellin. Michael

Fenili, Emanuele

Ferretti. Robert

Fiorini. Luciano

Flynn. Michael

Fortier. Michael

Q £% *Jt fflf f^
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Fortier. Christopher

Fraser. MacGregor
Freitas. Mark

Giacobbe. Peter

Gleeson. Patrick

m ' & C) c> o
Gonzales. Roland

Gourley. Ryan

Hajek. Jan

Han. Edward

Heanev. Brian

****** tJktM
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Ho. Grant

Holmes. Trevor

Holten. Shane

Hope. Marc

Ircha, Michael

Johnson. Paul

Joussaume, Eduardo

Juricevic. Igor

Kalcevich. Julius

Kalogiannis. Johnny

^ P H



Kane. Bryan

Khan. Sean

Koenig, 1 yson

( Mi;'

l.au. Winston

Lee, Edward

Lee, Kevin

I .a. I .Dim

Lee. Mai i lieu

l.eps. Stephen

Leung, Kenneth

^ f$ G% (£% ^\
Leung, Andre

Lijoi. Niek

Liwanag, Norman
Lo Presti. Giuseppe

Losiggio. Luciano

& Gk ?> O

MacFarlane.

William

Maksymiw, Roman
Malabanan. Jay

Mancuso. Niek

Manero. Eduardo

Mangan. David

Markez. John

Marsala. Salvatore

Martire. Robert

Mauti. Tony

McCabe. Neal

McCaffrey. Michael

McCarthy'. Paul

McCudden.
Christopher

McDonald. Clint



McEachern. Martin

McSorley, Paul

Medina. Andre

Men a. James

Menagh. Michael

a
ft 9

Merlo. Paul

Mickiewicz, Ratal

Mitchell. Patrick

Mohan. Carl

Montemurro. Marc

Morello. Daniele

Moriarty. Edghan

Moscone. Paul

Muraca. Sergio

Naumoff, Steve

Navascues. Rodriso

Nowak. Marcin

Nugent. Michael

O'Brien. Kevin

O'Reilly. James

Osbourne. Vincent

Palozzi. Francesco

Papa. Joseph

Park. Eun-Woo
Patella. Alberto

Patricio. Richard

*A*iMA*A Juk
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Pavacic, Andrew

Pencharz, Jonathan

Perruzza, Paul

Anthonx

Pistone, Mario

Racco, Paul

Racco, lason

Ramani, Joseph

Rescigno, Francesco

Re) nolds, Donald

Row, Andrew

Ruggieri, Robert

Ruiz. Miguel

Rusek. Michael

&\ tiii ¥**S tfk
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Russo, Robert

Santiago, Otis Jason

Scheel. Norbert

Semprie, Marc

Severino, Nicolas

Sgro, Stephen

Sheridan. David

Shin, Phillip

Shuper, Paul

Sinclair, Douglas

Smintich, Kresimir

Sokolski, Michal

Spadafina, Nuccio



Spano. Letterio

St. Louis. Ke\ in

Sturock, Philip

Subic. Thomas
Taborowski. Mark

Tanzola, Robert

Tomory, Leslie

Toner. Martin

Twardowski,

Mari us/

T\ ndorf,

Christopher

Vaccari. Paul

Ventresca. Robert

Vemon. Alexander

Vetro. Domenic

\^» jcf mill M ~l

o fma * it " a
We'll make you an offer you can't refuse.

Viskontas. Darius

Volpe. Luciano

Walsh. John

Walsh, Mark
Wona. Edwin

Worsnop. Gregory

Yu. Eric

Zoldos. Daniel

Zsigo. Robert

m'M /^ttk ih!
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Adamic. Peter

Adams. Christopher

Agostino. Riccardo

Andrade. Dilip

Antico, Marco

Arnaud. John

Barbara. Salvatore

Bau. Christian

Begley. Colum
Belhssimo. Robert

Bezchlibnyk,

Yarema
Borg. Marc

Borgatti. Adam
Bosio. Christian

Bosseler. Matthew

Bratti. Bruno

Breda. Steven

Brent, John

Q ^ a £& 1ft.
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Campo. Daniel

Camputaro.

Vincenzo

Canale, Andrew

Capobianco, David

Capobianco, Freddy

Capra. Angelo

Cardillo. Sonn\

Cadi. Geoffrey
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Carrington, Paul

Carter, Jeffrej

Carullo, Robert

( larvalho, Cameron
( \m ito, Joseph

Cih, Nicholas

Cimini, Massimo
Clavero, Joseph

Commisso, Anilio

Contardi. Joseph

Corvetti.

Christopher

Cox. James

Cucchi. Carmelo

Cugliari. Fernando

Cugliari. Anthony

Cuzzupoli. Giuseppe

Czarnota. Matthew

D'Sousa. Jonathan

D'Amico. Luciano

D'Angelo. Michel

D'Ercole. Marco

Das. Christopher

De Girolamo. Carlo

De Maria. Daniel

De Mello. Lawrence

Deluca. Franco

m



Depellegrin. Michael

Di Iorio, Anthony

Di Nardo. Carlo

Dias. Christopher

Direnzo, John

Dobrowolsky. Roman
Donegan, Stephen

Douglas. Patrick

y<b/k
Doyle. Garry

Duka. Darwin

Dulnv. David

Englehart. Brad

Esposito. John

Fantilli. Robert

Fava. Vincent

Favret. Dennis

Federico. Alasdair

Ferguson. Brian

Flynn. Stephen

Fox. Daniel

Fox. Ian

JtJA *4U* 4Mfcc$ a ct

a
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Freeman. Norman
Frescura. Paolo

Freyman. Tomas
Galbraith, Sean

Galletti. Daniel
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ieniole, John

ierretsen, Philip

iiordano, Adriano

riuliano, Salvatore

ionsalves, Mark Ross
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( Ireen, lain

Hannon, Scan

Harasti, Peter

Healy, Brian

Hill. Andrew

Ho, Jason

Infanti. Dennis

Iozzo, Nick

Ip. Mark
Jackson. Kern

Jakopin, John

Kasmara. Alex

Kearns. Michael

•* ~ 4 A a
'

Jjj
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Kerr. Kevin

Kitscha. Gregory

Krat'chik. Michael

O *% f\
Lamanna. John

Lee. David

Lee-Poy. Michael

Leich. David

Leoniak. Leslie



Levins. Todd
Lia. Sergio

Libertucci, Daniele

Lindros, Brett

Liul. John

Lopez, John Paul

Luciuk. Mark

Manias, Paul

Marcon, Michael

Marhue, Jason

U P( (3 H
Marley, Michael

Martins, Carlos

Mascarenhas, Virgil

McCauley. Blaine

McGonical, Ian

McLuskie, Daniel

Mendoza, Jose

Miranda, Gavin

Mirijello. Antonio

Moga. David

Moreau. Matthew

Moylan. Graham
Musselman, Sean

Muzzo, Eliot

Nagy, Stephen

Niejadlik, Theodore

»

^t JM Matt, cosmetics just isn't your field. ^K *!^l Jbs&^H
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Nykoluk, Michael

O'Brien, Jeffrej

O'Connor, Michael

O'Regan, Jake

Ortiz, Ryan

Palczynski, Kami

Papadopoulos, Nick

Piccininno, Rocco

Pinto. Alphonso

Polsoni, Domenic

Popadynec. Daniel

Quan. Kevin

Racco, Peter

Rebello. Mark

Reif, Les

Reindorf. Avrahm

M C^f f-T^ £^>
Resendes. John

Riley. Carl

Rodriguez. Michael

Rombeiro. Michael

Sartor. Scott

^ ^ #l| f^ CTI
Savini. Daniel

Simpson. Stephen

Simpson. John

Sinopoli. John

Sommer. Jeffrey



St. Pierre. Robert

Stanley, Mark

Steponaitis. Peter

Strk. Robert

Succi, Steven

Suppa. Michael

Tajer, William

Tate. Michael

Tenuta. Giuseppe

Thomas. Christopher

Thomas. Matthew

Tomasicchio. Vito

Travers. Michael

Tusek. Andrej

Vaccari, David

Vesia. Michael

Villanueva. Pierre

Visconti. Robert

Volpe. Flavio

Vozoris. Nicholas

Wells, Barton

Wong. Jeffrey

Xuereb, Steven

Yoon. Young

*Jk*±1iMgiA
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Agius, Nicholas

Agovino, Vicente

Anderson. Timothy

Andrade. Steven

Apong. Philip

Arase, Michael

Baiocco, Giovanni

Banerjee. David

Baring, Joseph

Basso. Ernesto

Bellmore, David

Benedetti. Angelo

Boddy. Christopher

Bond. Neil

Bowen. Jason

Bravo. Michael

Brigger. Christopher

Brockerville. Stephen

Bujak. Matthew

Bukovscak. Ryan

Calabrese. Eugene

Calisi. Robert

Carullo. Daniel

#H fl* a

A picture is worth a thousand words

Ml
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Caruso, Anthony

Cecutti. Anthonv
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Chang. And}

Chiarcossi, Paul A.

Chmielew ski. I homas

Cinelli, Michael

Cipriani, Claudio

( llarke, Dane

Cod) . William

Coladipietro, Donato

Collins. Andrew

O.K. who put the niner in my locker.

n a a e;>
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Corcoran. Joseph

Corvese. Michael

Costello, P. Michael

Curran, Garrett

Czyrsky. Bohdan

Da Cambra, Brian

Dalhouse. Jeffery

De Klerk. Quinton

De Medeiros. Kevin

De Souza. Anselm

Deck. Brian

Dempsey, Marc

Di Biase. Stephen

Dilworth. Mark

Duff) . Patrick

Dzikowski. Bart

Mr Tannis' Funky Bunch.



Edgar. Jeffrey

Evans, Jamie

Fan. Alvin

Fitzpatrick, Paul

Flaman. Michael

Fung. Angus

Fuoco, Adrian

Fusca, Steven

a --
1 o *» « fli

Gaggi. Raymond
Gaane. Gilbert

Gagne. Paul

Giambrone, Anthony

Giordano. Charles

Giordano. Michael

Gleeson. Michael

Gonzalez-Lomas.

Guillem

Gorsic, Aron

Goulin. Matthew

Greco. Gianpaolo

Green, Evan

Grigg. John

Guest. Paul Michael

Hazarie. Adrian

Herrington. Andrew

Holmes. Jeremy

Hykel, Rudolph

lafrate. Riccardo

Io/zo, Mario 5 rf

Italia. Christopher

Johnson. Michael

s-\ a m a r>
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Jung, Howard
Junk. Bradlej

Kaldis. George

Karas, Robert Adam
Kenned\. Bryan

Kim, John

Koh, Robert

KoomO) -Sing. Donald

Kotsos, Michael

Kus. Bartek

Lang. Matthew

Lanzillotta, Alfredo

Larocque, Jean-Claude

Lausic. Domagoj

Lecour. Kc\ in

Lee. Edward

Lee. Stanlej

Lee. Marc

Linzender, Paul

Liut. David

Lok. Adrian

Loreto. Michael

Luk. Jason

Mahonev. Michael

Mak. Timothy

Manzo, Benjamin

Marchese, Joe

Marchetti. Michael

Marchie, Anthony

Mark. Andrew



Marsico, John

Mastrodicasa, Jack

McConnon. Paul

McNicholas. Michael

McQuillan. Mark

Medved. Justin Ewinsi

Mendoza. Karlo

Mills, Craia

Oh no! Cafeteria food.

Mockus, Vytas

Montefiore. John

Moore. Marcus

Muraca. Giuseppe

Murray, Brian

Na. Gene

m



0k o w Park, Charles

Pasaqualino, Lenin

Pasta. Alessandro

Peerenboom. Robert

Perruzza, David

Pescador. Daniel

Monday morning.

Piedimonte. Leopoldo

Pietrangelo, Paul

Ha! Ha! No school tomorrow.

a
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Scolozzi. Mathias

Scott. Kevin

Shortall, Gregory

Siatkowski, Daniel

Sipple. William

Skherenko. Orest

Smart. Gregory

Smith. Gamal
Snihura, Adrian

SokoKki. Marek

Somlai. Thomas
Spensieri. Bernardino

Stavrou. Evan

Sturino. Chris

Suda. David

Suvagau. Serban

Sylvester. C. John

Szucs. Mark
Tait. Kevin

Tallarico. Marco

Tanzola. Christopher

Tinmouth. Mark
Tracey. Jonathan

Underys, Linas

Valles. Sean

Veneziano. David

Villanueva. Jason

White. Christian

Widdowson. Brendan

Wloch. Simon
Wong. Warren

Woo. Simon

Wood. Damon
Woyzbun. Thomas

Zavershnik. Michael
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Three heads arc better than one.





Aburto. Miguel

Adams. Michael

Aldridge. Jeremy

Andrade, Wayne
Araujo. Dale

Bader. Nicholas

Bagovich. George

Bannan. Brian

Bartucci, Robert

Bennett. Ryan

Bemdl. Marc

Bottero. Kevin

Boutilier. Randal

Brean. Joseph

Broughton. Robert

Brown. Peter

Brucculeri. Guy
Budd. Michael

Bulakowski. Darren

Buncic. Christopher

Butler. David

Carra. Daniele

Carter. Martin

Casale, Andrew
Casey, Patrick

Causi, Stephen

Cervini. Daniel

Chiang. Lucas

Cho. Charles

Chow. Justin

Coghlan. Christopher

Coghlan, John
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Contardi, Albert

Conte, Vincent

Corrizzato, Anthonj

Crow lej . Michael

D'Amico, David

D'Aprile, Luca

D'Costa, Kevin

D'Cruz, Jason

I ) ( Inofrio, David

Dajnowiec, Mateusz

Dametto, Franco

De Camillis, Michael

De Ciantis. Robert

De Luca, Vittorio

De Maria. Christopher

De Vuono. Marc
Dean, Jeffrej

Dean. Christian

Deguara, Peter

Dempsey, Jude

Desouza, Carl Mark
Devane. Gavin

Di Battista. Anthony

Di Carlo. Marco
Di Persio, Robert

Di Tosto. Jonathan

Dineley. Mark
Doris, Matthew

Farrell, Jason

Ferguson, Peter

Ferretti. Stevie

Fiacco, Gianni

+,'*



Flynn, Kevin

Forcucci, Salvatore

Fox, Matthew

Fuda, Cosimo
Galati. Mauro

Galletti. Gianpaolo

Galuszka, Andrew
Gazzellone, David

Giallonardo, Kodv

Godlewski. Bartosz

Granada. Warren

Granic. Ivan

Grise, Neal

Grodski, Tom
Grzesiowski. Wojtek

Hagino, Kensaku

Hartery. Christopher

Havvvard. Darren

Head. James

Hellmann, Steven

Herten-Greaven.

Terence

Holland. Derek

Howarth. Benjamin

Howlett. Richard

Innocentin. Michael

Intihar. Mark
Keane. Ronan

Kearney. Mark

Kelly. Alan Shawn
Khayat, Wisam

en p o p>
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Kim Daniel

Kim, Christophei

Kimens, Ryan
Kirk, ko in

KiiD\. Christopher

Ko. James

Kotsos, Da\ id

Kozak, Andrew

Lanzillotta, Michael

Le Blanc. Justin

Leon. Lewis

Leung. Gregorj

Leung. Adrian

Li Volsi. Alessandro

Liacas. Vincent

Lofranco, John

Lundy. Christopher

Mauarelli. Michael

Manias. Robert

Manza. Patrick

Maraena, Anthonv

Marcinkowski, Paul

Marin. James

Martins. Joel

Masnyk, Oleh

Maxwell-Smith. Adam
Mazzocco. Fabio

Mazzulla. Marco

McAuliffe. Raymond
McKnight, Russell



Merchant. Darren

Miculinic, Jeremy

Miranda, Rui

Monic. Alexander

Montgomery, Stephen

Moro. Marc

Morra, Roy
Murphy, Matthew

1

Nasato. Lucio

Nauehton. John

Navarrete, Robert

Noce, Robert

Nowak, Wojciech

O'Rourke. Jeffrey

O'Kane. Dara

Oh, Jason

Ottavino, Francesco

Paglia, Giancarlo

Palozzi, Stephen

Park, Hee-June

Paudyn. Bartek

Pencharz, James

Pimentel, Paulo

Piroli, Robert

Puma, Salvatore

Racco, Vincent

Rebello, David

Regan, William

Ruggiero, Mark
Rusek. Edward
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Samson, Da\ id

Sam. Aaron

Saverino, Marco

Schettino, Pasquale

Schmidt, Bradley

Shaughnessy, Ton)

Simon Patrick

Sinclair, Frank

Slowikowski. Stephen

So. Christopher

Sousa, Jorge

Spagnuolo. Michael

Spataro. Giancarlo

Sto. Domingo, Aven
Stoddart. David

Storozuk. Sean

Sze. Benjamin

Terranova. John

Teskey. Patrick

Thomas. Bradley

Tonks. Christopher

Topaloglu. Allen

Toppings. Marc
Vedovat. Luigi

Wagland. Derek

Wassenaar. Daniel

Weber. Marcus

Wilson. Andrew

Wong. Lawrence

Wood. Richard

Yoon. David

Young, Jason

Zanatta. Adam



ST. MICHAEL'S HONOURS ITS

ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS

On Thursday, September 26. The evening was highlighted by our guest

1991. St. Michaels held its speaker. Dr. Michael Higgins. the Associate

annual "Academic Awards Dean at St. Jerome's College of the

Night" to honour students who University of Waterloo. Being a former staff

had achieved a final overall average of 80 r
<f member of St. Michael's College School. Dr.

or better in the previous year. These Honour Higgins had plenty of amusing stories to tell

of present staff members. His

address spoke of the importance

of academics at St. Michael's.

He also reminded those present

that St. Michael's was founded

in order to educate young men.

and prepare them for higher

learning. Although athletics, and

extracurricular activities are

very important, they should not

take priority over academics.

The evening also demonstrated

the musical talents of some of

St. Michael's students. Robert

Carullo performed a piece by

Castelnuovo-Tedesco entitled.

"Tarantella", on the classical

guitar. Frank Cesario was also

part of the entertainment per-

forming. "Romance", by

Sibelius on the piano. Fr.

Zinger. and Mr. Guerriere. also

demonstrated their talents, pro-

viding music for both the pro-

cession, and the recessional.Paul Calisi. a four year veteran of the Honour Society,

receives his plaque from Fr. L. Walsh.

Roll students were each called upon to receive a plaque

in front of a congregation of both proud parents as well

as proud staff members.

Scholarships of three hundred dollars, two hundred dol-

lars, and one hundred dollars, were awarded to the stu-

dents who ranked first, second, and third in their

After the ceremonies were con-

cluded, everyone was invited to

enjoy the refreshments that had

been graciously provided by

The Parents' Guild. A good time

was certainly had by all.

-Frank Mart ire

THE BEST

OF THE

BEST
Grade 9 Scholarship Winners

1. David Veneziano

2. Jason Luk

3. Annus Funn

Grade 10 Scholarship Winners

1. Nicholas Vozoris

2. Norman Freeman

3. Daniele De Maria

Grade 1 1 Scholarship Winners

1. Dennis Chang
2. Phillip Shin

3. Andrew Row

Grade 12 Scholarship Winners

1

.

David Allan

2. Thomas McConnon
3. Patrick Scotto di Luzio

respective grades.

DOCE ME
BONITATEM

ET

DISCIPLINAM

ET

SCIENTIAM
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... and that termi-

nates this after-

noon's announce-
ments.

-Fr. Murphy.

almost every day.

TUNE UP PLEASE: Some SMC grads attempt to fine tune a squad

car belonaina to one of Metro's finest.



Please wipe that

look of disgust, and

hate off your face.

-Mr. Grassi, after

announcing a test

in his French

OAC II class





... and

when
God
asks

you if you
knew about

Sanctifying
Grace. and

you respond

by saying no,

I'll be there to

say, "You
LIAR. I taught

you that in

grade thir-

teen."

-Fr. Zinger

Gr. 13

Religion

Seminar

LET ME DOWN:
Carmine Muraca.

Danny Fiacco, and

James McKernan
attempt to give a

niner a bird's eye

view of the grad

lounge.



Let mo redirect llial

question hack to

you.

-Mr. Ribanch

/—

.









m...
and Kennedy's head moved

backward, but Lee Harvey
Oswald was behind him. How is

this possible? Then the bullet

thai supposedly killed Kennedy, and
wounded Conally, was found in pristine

condition, and ...

-Mr. Narducci. explaining that there was

a conspiracy to kill JFK

«.*)jW*

LITTER PATROL: Julian

Salkauskis, James McKernan, Mike

Dymond, Michael Sileika, and

Danny Fiacco show a niner our

amazing new pollution control

device.



MAKE SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL HAPPEN

Top row (L to R): John-Paul De Rose, Paulo Marques, Claudio Saverino. Danny Fiacco.

Bottom row (L to R): Edmund Lee, Jan Babinski. Frank Martire, Nick Miele.
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ST. MICHAEL'S HOCKEY LIVES ON

IN MEMORIAM

Gerard M. (Gerry) Fullan

1916-1992

Gerry is best remembered as the genial

manager of St. Michael's Arena from

1965 to 1982. Gerry was happiest in

the sports scene. He had a great love

for St. Michael's and all of his seven

sons attended the school. Gerry was
active in raising money for S.M.C.

teams from the beginning and made it

possible for S.M.C. to have a wide and

varied sports program.

Gerry held key positions in the

T.D.C.A.A. and the M.T.H.L.
(President 1976-78). He was manager

of St. Michael's Buzzers from 1968 to

1985 and an executive of both the

Metro Junior B League and Honorary

Convenor of the Metro Junior Hockey
League since its inception in 1989.

Mr. Barrv McDermott - Arena Manager

It all began in the early 1900's. Although

St. Michael's is widely recognized for its

"Major" and Junior "B" hockey, it is a little

known fact that the School was also a pow-
erhouse in Senior Hockey in those early

years. St. Michael's won the Provincial

Senior Championship in 1909 and was run-

ner up in 1913. 1914 and 1915.

Eight players, plus the late Father David
Bauer, C.S.B., the acknowledged founder

of Canada's National Team, are enshrined

in the Hockey Hall of Fame. Inductees

include Frank Rankin. Joe Primeau. Tim
Horton. Red Kelly, Ted Lindsay, Frank
Mahovlich, Gerry Cheevers and Dave
Keon. Their combined N.H.L. experience

totals 130 years!

Since the inception of the National Hockey
League. St. Michael's has sent 126 players

to the N.H.L., a record unmatched by any

other educational institution in North
America. The names of the players com-
prise a "who's who" of hockey. Not only

are there 8 members in the Hall of Fame,
but there are other well known players such

as Bobby Bauer, the Metz Brothers, Billy

Taylor, Jimmy Thompson, Gus Mortson.

Tod Sloan. Rudy Migay, Fleming MacKell.

Mike Watson. Leo Labine, Rod Selling,

Noel Price. Peter Mahovlich, Gary Smith.

Dick Duff. Ed Chadwick, Charlie Burns.

Reggie Fleming, Cesare Maniago etc. In

addition, almost half of the St. Mike's play-

ers who made it to the N.H.L. played for

the Toronto Maple Leafs at one time or

another. It was the late Joe Primeau, one of

the first St. Mike's graduates to the N.H.L.,

who became the first Leaf in 1929.

At the present, there are 10 St. Michael's

players in the N.H.L.. the most noteworthy

being Tony Tanti. Kevin Dineen. Gino
Cavallini, Rick Tocchet, Sean Burke, and

the latest addition. Todd Elik of the Los
Angeles Kings.

St. Michael's Buzzers: Junior "B"

The "Buzzers" won the inaugural Junior

"B" Provincial Championship in 1934 and

repeated in 1936 and 1945. In 1961 the

Double Blue were once again Provincials

Champions and sent 4 players on to the

N.H.L. They claimed their 5th champi-
onship in 1982 with a team anchored by

Gino Cavallini, now a star with the St.

Louis Blues. In 1989. the Buzzers again

won the Provincial Junior "B" Cham-

pionship. It was a great team and it did no
take long for the hockey world to recogniz(

this. Fifteen members of that club art

presently on U.S. hockey scholarships anc

in addition, six players have been draftee

by N.H.L. teams. One of the key players or

the '89 Buzzer team was Eric Lindro:

whom many are calling the next N.H.L
"franchise" player and the No. 1 pick in tht

1991 Draft.

THE TRADITION LIVES ON!

By Peter Fillman

Steve Tunney, and Rob Tunney. two meml
bers of the Arena staff.
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JUNIOR

FOOTBALL

A
disappointing loss to Michael

Power in the season opener

turned W hal W as to be a

rebuilding year for the Junior

Kerr) Blues into an almost

championship season. The Kerry Bines

had the best runners in the league. The

speed of J.C. Larocque coupled with the

power of Mike Tate led the best offence

in the league. The defence was spear-

headed by Sam Giuliano for \ ictories in 5

out oi 7 games.

The final defeat came on a controversial

call on the last play of the game. Juniors

chosen to appear in the Metro Bowl were:

Kerry Jackson. Mike Tate. Massimo
Cimini and Mike Marcon.

Top Photo:

From row: Carlo DiGiralamo, Virgil Mascarenhas, Steph n Succi Mike Krafchick, Sam Giuliano,

Massimo Cimini, Mike Suppa, Mike Marcon, Ryan Ortiz, ^dam loi gatti.

Middle row: Mr. Mike Coghlan (coach), Mr. Inn Fitzgeral i Dias, John Liut, Petei

Harasti, Andrew Hill. Rick Agostino, Mike hue. Kerrj Jackson David Leich, Steve

Simpson. Roh Carullo, Mr. Frank Ribarich (coach), Vince I ava (coach), Elliot

Muzzo.

Back row: Ted Niejadlik, Carlos Martins. David Maga, Paul Manias. Al i /larco Antieo.

Kevin Quan, Paul Carrington, Scon Sartor.

Bottom Photo:

From row: Anthony Caruso. Kevin Scott. Howard Jung. Mall Goulin, Gianpaolo Greco, Bohdan
Czersky, Dan Pescador, Andy Chang. Marco De Carlo. Paul Chiarcossi,

Middle row: Mr. Fitzgerald (coach). Alex LoVolsi. Jon Tracy. Brad Jurik. Dave Liut, Serban

Suvageau, J.C. Larocque. Mike Tale. Kerry Jackson. Chris Boddy, Carrel Curran. Marco Tallarico,

Tom Chmieleski, Alex Olivieri. Lenny Pasqualino, Giuseppe Muraca, Mr. Ribarich (coach).

Hack row: Dom Lausie. Simon Woo. Matt Dajnowiec, Ryan Bennett. Evan Green, Dan Carullo. Ben

Man/o. Ernesto Bosso, Rvan Kimmens.
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KERRY
BLUE

FOOTBALL

TEAM RECORD
10-1

REGULAR SEASON

vs. St. Mary's 42-7 (exhibition)

vs. Father Redmond 32-1

vs. Michael Power 14-13

vs. Chaminade 48-0

vs. Henry Carr 41-7

vs. Regina Pacis 60-6

vs. Senator O'Conner 23-0

PLAY-OFFS

Semifinal vs. Senator O'Conner 12-10

Semifinal vs. Michael Power 23-14

METRO BOWL
Quarterfinal vs. Phillip Pocock 20-10

Semifinal vs. Central Tech 27-35

TEAM LEADERS
Touchdowns
- Rocco Piccinino 13

Touchdown Passes

- Chris Zownir 18

Kicking

- John Paul DeRose 24 cnvts.

Sacks

- John Dulny 5

Interceptions

- Alex Frescura 3



KERRY BLUES REPEAT AS CHAMPIONS

After a 42-7 exhibition game vic-

tor) over Si. Mary's of Kitchener,

(Ik- Senior Kerry Blues inarched

confident!) into the T.D.C.A.A.

regular season. Led b) captains Brian

Emanuel, Alex Frescura, Steve Rehello and

Chris Zownir the team won all 6 games

OUtSCOring their opposition 218 to 27. In the

play-offs the Blues defeated a tough Senator

O'Connor team to earn a berth in the league

final which was to he played against archri-

val Michael Power,

As in all Power failures of the past, the

Kerry Blues offense pounded the hall into

Trojan territory while the defense thwarted

any thoughts of a Power victory. At the end

of 4 quarters the Kerry Blues captured the

T.D.C.A.A. Championship with a 23-14 vic-

tory allowing them to qualify for the Metro

Bowl playdowns.

In their first game the Blues defeated a

rugged I'h i lip PoCOCk team 20 10 and

advanced to the semifinal. In what was said

to he the high school gridiron matchup ot

the year the Kerry Blues played a haul hit

ting, courageous game hut fell in the dying

minutes to a talented Central lech team.

Outstanding mention must go to graduates

Clarke. Colle, DeRose. Herold. Lee. Moxon
and Spalvieri along with returnees

Montemurro. Musselman. Neumoff,

Piccinino, Santiago, St. Louis and the Dulny

brothers.

The players would like to thank coaches

Forbes. Giffen, Kostyk, Trentadue, Walsh

and Zahra for their time, effort and patience

and the team tip their helmets to the fans

who gave them great support throughout the

entire season.

SENIOR KERRY BLUES: 1st row: Danny Spalvieri. Josh Colle, Mr. M. Zahra (Coach), Ed Lee. Alex Frescura. Mr. P. Forbes

(Coach). Chris Zownir, Buddy Herald. Mr. F. Giffen (Coach), Mr. F. Trentadue (Coach). Marc Montemurro.

2nd row: Alex Park (Trainer). Max Olivieri, Carmine Muraca, Mark Walsh. Angelo Capra. Ryan Gourley, Hance Clarke. Rocco

Piccinino. Kevin St. Louis. Donald Reynolds. Rod Dioso. Giami Creta. 3rd row: Chris Moxon. Ed Moriarty. Steve Naumoff.

Lorenzo De Santis. John Dulny, Martin Novak. Steve Robello. Mike Ircha, Mike Dymond. Jean Paul DeMarco.

4th row : Paul Acerbi. Mike Lenton, Joe Ramani. John Marchetti, Rob Zsigo. Dave Dulny. O.J. Santiago.

Absentees: John Paul DeRose. Brian Emanuel. Sean Pescador. Steve Rebello.



CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
John Wassenaar, Michael Marley. Alex Vernon. Brad Young. Steve Keith. Tom McConnon. Michael Fortier, Paolo Frescura, Mario Iozzo.

D'Arcy O'Shea, Bill Cody. Jason Ho. Quinton De Klerk, Stephan Patten. Mike Rodriques. Marc Moore. John Lo Franco. Dong -il Sohn. Joe

Corcoran, Anselm De Souza, Peter Steponaitis. Paolo De Luca, Jan Jekeliek. Chris Fortier, Mac Fraser, Paul Shuper, Steve Mongomery. Derek

Holland. Mike McNicholas. Adrian Snihura. Vince Fava, Sean O'Halloran, Mark Kearney, Daniel Wassenaar. Tony Mauti. Rob Ruggieri, Ed

Lee. Matthew Fox. Paul Fitzpatrick. Mike Gleeson.

Coaches: Pat Monahan, Grec McKernan, Frank Bergin, Erin Hogan.





TRACK TEAM
Front row (L to R): John Wassenaar. Maurice Michelin, Paul McKeown, Brian Emanuel. Shayne Mauricette. Tom McConnon. Brad Young.

!

Second row (L to R): Jason Ho, Carlos Martins. Ryan Ortiz, Fernando Chien. Kevin Quan, Carl De Souza, Ryan Bennett. Chris Italia. Gamal Smith.

Third row (L to R): Anselm De Souza, Chris Fortier, Mike Fortier, Bryan Kane, D'Arcy O'Shea. Justin Medved, Darren Merchant, Noej

Martins. Paul Gest.

Fourth row (L to R): Paul Marcinkowski, John Lo Franco, Sean Musselman, John Jakopin, Mike Rodriquez, Derek Holland. Paul McConnon

Bart Godlewski, Mike McNicholas, Mark Kearney, Marc Moore, Mario Iozzo. Paul Fitzpatrick, Mike Marley, Paolo Frescura, Kevin Bottero.

Fifth row (L to R): Troy Dos Santos, Clint MacDonald, Kevin St. Louis, Otis Santiago, Joe LoPresti.

Absent from photo: Bill Cody, John Paul De Rose.

Back row (L to R): Coaches Mr. Pat Monahan. Mr. Frank Bergin, Mr. Giancarlo Mazzanti, Mrs. Erin Hogan.
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Back row: Mr. Pagano (coach), Shayne Mauricette, Roman Lysiak, Mike Hall, Saulis Valadka, Robert Innocentin. Carlo D
Giovanni, Julian Salkauskis, Andre Leung, Mr. Zanardo (coach).

Front Row: Anthony Da Silva. Salvatore Furlano. John Kim, Andrey Intihar, Dennis Infanti.



SENIOR SOCCER
Back row (L to R): Rod Navascues, Chris Corvetti, Tony Macri, Christian Bau. Dennis Infanti, Danny Fiacco. Kevin
Kolb, Paul Marquez, Vito Tomasicchio, Martin Amato, Brian Healy, Mr. N. Di Pinto (coach).

Front row (L to R): Charles Piroli. Andrew Leich. Fernando Cugliari, Vito Amati, Larry De Melo. Nuccia Spadafina. Alex
Vernon.
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Front row (L to R):

Sean O'Halloran, Bill

Regan, Paul

McConnon, Oleh
Masnyk.

Back row (L to R):

Stephen Di Biase.

Stephen Keith. Mac
Fraser. Fr. M.
Mulcahy (coach).

Xavier Aburto.



R
Front row: Fernando Chien, Kevin St. Louis, Clint McDonald. Pat Gleason. Brian Emanuel.

Back row: Mr. E. Vitullo (coach). Carlo DiGiovanni, Roger Flaim. Mike Zavershnick. Mr. Paolini (coach), O.J. Santiago. Brn

Heaney. Mike Gleeson, Mike Albert (trainer).
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JUNIOR BLUE RAIDERS
Front row (L to R): Mike Arage. Bart Dzikowski. Dane Clarke. Carl Riley. John Kim. Mike Nykoluk.

Back row (L to R): Mr. Ribarich (Coach). Chris Italia. Steve Breda. Kevin Scott. Steve Brockerville, Gamal Smith. Darius

Viskontas. Steve Xuereb. Linas Underys, Mr. Shannon (Coach).

BANTAM BLUE RAIDERS
Front row (L to R): Kody Giallonardo, Mark Kearney, Mark De Vuone. Mr. D. Tessaro, Mr. T. Granzotto. Pat Casey,

Mark Mazzula, Aaron Sani.

Back row (L to R): Vic De Luca. Adam Maxwell-Smith, Ryan Kimens, David Butler. Matt Dajnnowiec. Giancarlo
Spataro. Marcus Weber. Justin Chow.



DOUBLE BLUES COME OH SO

CLOSE

O
nee again [he Senior Double Blues have

provided St. Michael's students with

exciting hockey. With a lot of dedication

and hard work put in by both the play-

ers, and the coaching staff. Mr. Fifield

and Mr. Forbes, the Double Blues cap-

tured second place in their division.

The success of the Double Blues was highlighted by a

strong showing in the Father Goetz tournament held in

our own St. Michael's Arena.

As a result of the work to

rule campaign by teachers of

the Separate School Board, a

seven game series was
arranged between the highly

touted Upper Canada College

Blues and the St. Michael's

College School Double
Blues. This series, dubbed
"The Super Series," would

see the victor, be the T.D.C.A.A. representative of

O.F.S.A.A.

The opening game of these playdowns set the tone for

the rest of the series. Playing to an immense crowd of

St. Michael's supporters the Double Blues played an

excellent game. Great defensive play coupled with a

snapshooting offense, the Double Blues led for most of

"Playing to an immense crowd

of St. Michael's supporters the

Double Blues played an excel-

lent same."

the game, and were on top 3-2. late in the third period. A
late goal by U.C.C. tied up the game and sent it to overtime

where U.C.C. scored once again to steal two points.

The next two games would also be decided in overtime,

and after the first three games the two teams were dead-

locked at three points a piece. A mix of a high caliber of

hockey along with intensity, excitement, and emotion were

part of every game. The Double Blues played their hearts

out and gave U.C.C. the battle of their lives. Unfortunately,

they came up short in the seventh and deciding game losing

a heart breaker I -0.

Special mention goes out to all

the graduating seniors. Paul

Kim" Chris Maugeri. Matt
Paquiz, Dave Tate, James
McKaskill, Remi Nickel, and
Alan McDermott. A special

thanks also goes out to the

Double Blue fans who supported

the team throughout the season.

With young talent such as sharp shooter. Bryan Kennedy,

and Dan Bellissimo, net minder Rob Martire. and all star

defenceman and captain Andre Medina, the future of

Double Blues hockey at St. Michael's looks promising.

Frank Martire

SENIOR "A" DOUBLE BLUES: Front row: Paul Kim, Matt Paquiz. Mr. W. Fifield. Andre Medina "C". Dave Tate. Mr. P.

Forbes, Matt Thomas. Rob Martire.

Middle row: Dan Zoldos, Paul Johnson. D'Arcy O'Shea, Remi Nickel, Allan McDermott, John Jakopin. Bryan Kennedy, Vito

lomasicchio. Dan Bellissimo. Jonathan Cardella.

Back row: James McCaskill. Bryan Kane, Stewart Campbell, Chris Maugeri, Joe Ramani, Blaine McCauley.



DOUBLE
BLUE

HOCKEY

T.D.C.A.A.





JUNIOR DOUBLE BLUES
Front row: Mike Cinelli. Mr. F. Trentadue. Anthony Cecutti. David Lee. Chris Hartery. Mr. G. Mazzanti, Steven Flvnn. Brad Thomas
(Tr.)

Middle Row: Chris Tanzola (Tr). Matt Bosseler. Darren Bulakowski, Michael Marley. John Geniole. Paul Gagne. Pat Manza, Kerry

Jackson. Michael DePellegrin. Ray Gaggi. Jamie Evans, Justin Leblanc, Sean Storozuk.

Back row : Todd Levins. Ian Green. Robert Rigg. Lou Vedovat. Jeremy Miculinic. Marc Moro. Scott Sartor.

Absent from picture: Jason Neal. Jack Mastrodicasa (Mgr.K

JUNIOR BABY BLUES
Front row: Wojteck Grzesiowski. Giovanni Baiocco. Ryan Bukovscak. Mark Tinmouth. Jamie Russell. David Stoddart.

Back row: Mr. D. Nicholson. Kevin Flvnn. Allan Kelly. Rob Desantis. Mike Spagnuolo. Chris Storino. Lenny Pasquilino, Mike Kotsos,

Mark Moore. Dan Cervini. Mr. G. McKeman.
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TRIATHLON CLUB
Front row (L to R): Stephen Di Biase, Mark Grodski, Paul Marcinkowski, John Lamanna, Bart Godlewski,

Stephan Patten, Paul McConnon.
Back row (L to R): Tim Foran, Jonathan Cardella, Bill Cody, Mark Walsh, Mr. G. McKernan (coach), Geoff

Butler, Saulius Valadka, Mark Emila, Mark Galanter.

L to R: Mr. D.

(coach), Adrian
Montgomery,
Mark Cheevers,

Sean Stavro, Mike

Kotsos.



BLUE DOTS
Front row (L to R): John Marchetti, David Dunne. Robert Zsigo.

Back row (L to R): Marc Dempsey, Matthew Lang, Julian Salkauskis, Rocco Piccininno, Chris Dempsey, Mr.
Zanardo (coach).

Front row

(LtoR):

Josh Colle.

Ian

Hutchinson.

Brad

Young,

Robert

Rigg.

Back row

(L to R):

Mr.G.

Mazzanti

(coach),

Alan

McDermott,

Adrian

Oziewicz.



(L to R): Chris

Fortier. Mike Fortier.

James O'Reilly, Mr.

T. Granzotto (coach),

Anthony Da Silva,

Nick Scolozzi, Tom
McConnon.

Inset: John Wassena-

Our Junior Cross-

country Ski Team
were TDCAA
Champions and so

had the honour of

representing Toronto

at the Ontario cham-

pionships in Ottawa.

Some of the out-

standing members
were: Mike Fortier.

who placed high in

all events; Chris

Fortier and Tom
McConnon close to

the leaders, and John

Wassenauer and

Nick Scolozzi who
gave strong support.

(L to R): Paul Mc-

Connon, Jeremy

Holmes, Mr. Gran-

zotto (coach). Mike

Marley, Bill Cody,

Tom Woyzbun.

SENIOR CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM

JUNIOR CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
ALPINE

SKI TEAM
O.F.S.A.A.

CHAMPIONS
Back row (L to R): Robert Peerenboom, Mark Hodson

Marc Teskey. Saulius Valadka.

Front row (L to R): Mr. P. Shannon (coach), Michae

Silcika, Jan Jekielek, Julian Salkauskis.



THE 1992 ST. MICHAEL'S BLUES

Front row (L to R): Matt Pagano, Jeff Sommer, Jonathan Cardella. Pat Bellmore.
Matthew Lang, Phil Geretsen. Mike Nykoluk. Mike Loreto, Mike Gleeson.

Back row (L to R): Buddy Herold, Andrej Intihar. James McAskill, Ed Lee. Mr. V.

Pagano (coach), Mr. B. McDermott (coach). Chris

Currie. Paul Nusca. Alan McDermott, Mike
Zaverschnick.

[
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SILVER MEDALISTS
BLUE JAY CUP
FINALISTS

St. Michael's Blues took to the field at

Skydome on Wednesday, June 17th and played

g for the Blue Jay's Cup emblematic of Toronto
Area High School Championship.

Their presence on the field was a tribute to their

co-managers Mr. Vince Pagano and Mr. Barry
McDermott. who recognizing the talent and
commitment of their players, were resolved to

(survive the dissolution of TDCAA Baseball
League.

After a tough series of exhibition games and
tournament wins Metro Baseball officials real-

ized that the Blues were too outstanding to be

Blues on

a mission
By MIKE GANTER

Toronto Sun
J Jt call it "The Tour to

Convince."

It is a series of exhibition
games the St. Michael's
Blues high school baseball
team embarked on after
the TDCAA season was put
in jeopardy because of a
work-to-rule job action.

That leaves the Blues
without a league to play in

and more importantly on
the outside looking in for a
berth in the high school
championship tournament,
the Blue Jay Cup.

Head coach Vince
Pagano is counting on a
good showing on the exhibi-
tion tour to convince orga-
nizers that his team war-
rants a chance to qualify.
Pagano couldn't have

asked for a better situation

glues

*"Tl

ignored. Their final games qualified them for than the one that presented
the Blue Jay's Cup game at the Skydome.
That they did not emerge victorious did not

lessen their glory or their 1992 achievement in

an 8-4 game dominated by their Meadowvale
opponents.
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ea*. ^tf'^^eos*5 ^ne became silver medalists and a real credit to

itself yesterday in an exhi-
bition with the Lawrence
Park Panthers.

The Panthers ace of the
staff last year and signed-
Blue Jay prospect Rob Pat-
terson took the mound for
his only game of the year.
Having signed a contract,^^%^«SS!» ®35$g2 ^he 5-year baseball program and co-coaches PaUerlonTnot^e^
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*»*«•! ''-V*^ Mr Vlnce Pagano and Mr
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Ban">' McDermott. regular season play.
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The Blues, obviously

ignoring Patterson's repu-
tation, rocked the left-

St Mike's Blues are a team without a league
OL» lTJ-lIVV O ^1V*W

- Mike Zavmlmik is in cemre TWo midge. James Me b.

Lefl wlhoul a league 10 play in.

Si. Michael's College Blues are

eparale school leachers work-lo-

ule campaign
...rTV- "rohlem is. olhcr teams

BASEBALL
Mike Zav

field i

righll

of the nilclicrs

and McAskill I

High Park midgci Raje

are all righthander:

ll's going 10 b.
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Front row (L to R): Jason Annibale. Joe Araujo, Carlo Dee Girolamo, Martin Nowak, Sal Puma. Angus Funs. Ed Manero.
Middle row (L to R): Colin Campbell. Geoffery Carli, James O'Reilly, Daniel Libertucci. Simon Woo. Stephen Di Biase
Back row (L to R): Mr. M. Zahra. Mr. C. Lewis.

Front row (L to R): Simon Rinella. Ben Howarth. Steven Montgomery. Donato Coladpietro. Matt Goulin. Matt Bujack.

Back row (L to R): Mr. C. Lewis, Evan Stavrou, Denis Favret. Chris Dias, Robert Carullo. Marek Sokolski. Carlo Roque. Winston

Lau. Mr. M. Zahra.
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Fr. Leo Campbell C SB.



Fr. James Enrighi



Fr. Arthur Holme;. C.S.B.



Fr. M.T. Mulcahy C.S.B.



Fr. P.T. Sheehan C.S.B.



Mrs Mar) Jane lr\ itij:

B.A.

Cretan

Mrs. Erica McKcrrall

Secretan

Mis. Doroth) Sobie

Secretan

Mis Marie Mendonca

Receptionial



GROWING IN

THE SPIRIT
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BLUE

L to R: Nicholas

Andrade, Bruno

Bratti. Mr. Hedican.

Paulo De Luca.

Norman Freeman.

Patrick Scotto Di

Standing (L to R):

Andrew Mark.

Christopher Brigger.

Mr. Hedican. Mark

Dilworth.

Kneeling (L to R):

David Banerjee,

Brad Schmidt.

CHESS TEAM
Front row (L to R): Edwin Wong. Dennis Chang.

Greg Leung.

Back row (L to R): Peter Giacobbe. Robert Roller.

Mr. E. Tannis. Marek Sokolski, Ben Spensieri.



LA MARCOLFA
Gianni Sasso

Paula Simonetto

Claudio Cargnelli

Dorena Noce
Giovanna Liggio

Paolo DeLuca
Tony Mauii

DON RAFFAELE IL

TROMBONE
Filippo Marsala

Joseph Alberga

Jennifer Bo/zo

Marialuisa Di Carlo

Joseph Balsamo
Jason Berardinelli

Claudio Saverino

Nicola Miele

Sergio Lia

Robert Carullo

CREW
Mr. Carlo Geniole

Ms. Louise Henri

Frank Martire

Jerry Montemarano
Rob Antenore

Roberto Noce
Raffaele Albano

Marco D'Ercole

Danny Fiacco

John Di Vizio

Sal Marsala

Vito Pileggi

ASSISTANT
Mr. Gennaro DiLeo

DIRECTOR
Mr. Clemente Grassi



MADEUS

Nineteen ninety-one marked the

200th anniversary of the death

of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

In honour of the great compos-

er, the drama department put on

a fall production of Peter Schaffer's

AMADEUS. As usual, the play was directed

and produced by Fr. McKinnon. with the

assistance of Ms. Henri and Nick Racanelli.

This production proved to be especially dif-

ficult because of the various factors that had

to be added to our usual productions. First of

all. the costumes had to be ornate enough to

convince the audience that they were in 17th

Century Vienna. Costumes were rented, at

great expense, from Malabar. The stage

crew . headed by James McKernan and Nick

Butler, also had a difficult job to transform

our gym into a royal court. In the end. both

the costumes and scenery were excellent and

they helped the audience and cast to achieve

the proper atmosphere. The musical assis-

tance of Mr. Pietrikiewicz and Joe Alberga

was crucial and the maestro's timing proved

impeccable.

The cast was confronted with the daunting

task of creating very specific and difficult

characters. Mark Hodson and Any Lloyd

were excellent as the frilly and flaky "venti-

celli." The staid and pompous royal courtiers

were played to perfection by Frank Cesario.

Rob Vellone. and Steven Andrade. Chris

Chodorek was hilariously funny as the

Emperor Joseph II. High praise must go to

Kevin Janus for his performance of the imp-

ish and brilliant Mozart. The part of Salieri

was handled extremely well by Jean-Paul

Gedeon. Andrea Corso and Patricia Jin of

Loretto Abbey were also excellent in their

roles.

Special thanks go to all staff and students

who assisted in the production and to all

those who attended the performances.

As a graduating student. I know how much
this play meant to me and on behalf of the

graduates involved in this production I

would like to thank the school and wish the

drama department continued success in the

future.



DIRECTOR

Fr. Robert McKinnon C.S.B

ASSISTANTS

Ms. Louise Henri

Mr. Nick Racanelli

ADVISOR: STAGE CONSTRUCTION
Mr. Carl Geniole

DIRECTOR OF SOUND
Mr. Ian Thompson

LIGHTING MANAGER
Michael Dymond

SOUND ENGINEER
Joe Alberga

CAST

Jean Paul Gedeon
Kevin A. Janus

Patricia Jin

Christopher Chodorek
Rob J. Vellone

Frank Cesario

Steven Andrade

Andrew M. Lloyd

Mark Hodson
Phil Poles

Kristina Clutterbuck

Xavier Aburto

Elena Popalardo

Andrea Corso

CREW
James McKernan - (Stage Mgr)
Nick Butler (Stage Mgr)
Jay McCall

Pat Mitchell

Mike Koen
Don Reynolds

Matthew Moreau
Brad Schmidt

Miguel Aburto

Sean OHalloran

Joe Corcoran

David Banerjee



CAST

MARK HODSON
JOE CORCORAN
ROB VELLONE
KEVIN A. JANUS
GEOFF BUTLER
STEPHEN KEITH
MAURICE MICHELIN
CHRISTOPHER CHODOREK
GREG WALSH
DAN SIATKOWSKI
ANDREY INTIHAR
JOE LOPRESTI
BRENDAN WIDDOWSON
TOM WOYZBUN
ORSON MORRISON
CATHERINE CUMMINGS
MICHAEL LEE-POY
PHILIP POLES
DORIS ABADJIAN
PETER STEPONAITIS
JEFF O'BRIEN
ALANA BROWNE
LEANNE THOMSON
ANDREA CORSO
MARI ANNE SUPPA
DORIS ABADJIAN
RENEE PIGEAU
KEVIN QUAN
JASON HO
DANIEL WASSERNAAR
JOHN LAMANNA
ROGER FRANCIS
ORSON MORRISON
PETER STEPONAITIS
ALFONSO LOPEZ PINTO
JEFF O'BRIEN
MICHAEL LEE-POY
ANSELM de SOUSA
SUSIE LUMB
ANNA SHARRATT
SANDRA FERREIRINHA
ELENA PAPPALARDO
SUZANNAJIN
PATRICIA JIN

CATHERINE CUMMINGS
MARIA WAGLAND
ROSIE HEW
KATIE THICKETT
MICHELLE ALLISON

Two productions of Joseph

opened this year; one the profes-

sional staging and the other at

the Elgin theatre. Once again, in

the rich tradition of St. Michael's drama, the

students went nonplussed in a stellar perfor-

mance which will be remembered by all.

Under the direction of Fr. McKinnon. Mr.

Paul Pietrkiewicz. Mr. Nick Racanelli. Miss

Louise Henri, and Anda Sprudz, the cast

was blessed with the privilege of concerned

and exacting tutelage. Cast Members worthy

of special recognition include Mark Hodson

as narrator, Joe Corcoran as Joseph and

Robert Vellone as the Pharaoh. Special

thanks go to Mr. Pietrikiewicz for preparing

the band and training the voices. Finally

thanks to the supporters of the St. Michael's

Drama society for making this and future

productions possible.

BJB8
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CREW

JAMES MCKERNAN
NICK BUTLER
MICHAEL DYMOND
PAT MITCHELL
DON REYNOLDS
MATT MORREAU
SEAN O'HALLORAN
BRAD SCHMIDT
DAVID BANERJEE
MIGUEL ABURTO
MARCO DERCOLE
GARRY DOYLE
DAN FOX
ED LEE

SOUND
JOSEPH ALBERGA
BRIAN ARQUILLA

ORCHESTRA

MR. PAUL PIETRKIEWICZ
CHRIS ALDRIDGE
PAOLO DE LUCA
MATTHEW PAGANO
ANDREW PAVACIC
MR. JOHN GUERRIERE
ADRIEL DOMINGUE
PATRICK SCOTTO
diLUZIO
MICHAEL deCARVALHO
STEPHEN NAGY
ANDY CANALE
ROB CARULLO
VINCE FAVA

DIRECTORS

FR. ROBERT McKINNON.
C.S.B.

MR. NICK RACANELLI
MR. PAUL PIETRKIEWICZ
MR. CARL GENIOLE
MISS ANDA SPRUDZ
MISS LOUISE HENRI
MR. IAN THOMPSON



STUDENT

GOVERNMENT
1991-92

President

Maurice Michelin

Vice-Presidents

Tony Mauti

John-Paul De Rose

Athletic Representative

Jonathan Cardella

Treasurer

Stephen Keith

Social Representative

Joshua Colle

Junior Representative

Angelo Capra

The student council this year was a successful

one. Yes there were a few failures and contro-

versies concerning grub days, candy grams,

marches, cap and gowns and the list goes on.

Along with these minor set backs. I am proud

to say that, as a team we accomplished many
fun and worthwhile things for the school and

for the community. Socially, four dances is the

largest number of dances we've ever had. The

rock night tradition stayed alive and well.

Hopefully the Sweat Night/Dance Fever will

also be continued as an SMC tradition. Our
"Welcome Back" barbeque was a success and

our pep rallies were new and exciting. Even the

Formal was unique being held in Windows at

the Sk\ Dome. With these events we attempted

to keep the atmosphere at St. Michael's fun and

vibrant.

We are very proud of the charitable dona-

tions made to the global community on

behalf of you the student body. Ruth

Bhengu's Imbali Township Project benefit-

ted greatly from the contributions one of our

grub days provided. This will help her teach

marketable skills to the youth of Imbali

Township in South Africa. Moving to other

parts of the world we sponsored two young

children in Burkina Faso and India. This

money will help feed, clothe and school the

two young people for one year. Hopefully

the St. Michael's community will not forget

them.

It was our goal at the beginning of the year

to not only have a good year in its own right

but also provide the foundation for future

successful student councils. In amending the

election process hopefully better counci

members will be selected in the future anc
'

the event itself will be more exciting

Tangibly we have left behind a new summei

uniform, and electronic message board, and

a score board.

Yes, this was a successful year and we alone

cannot take all the credit. Thank you to

those helpful members of the council com-

mittee and we congratulate you the student

body for helping us make 1991-1992 pro-

ductive and fun.



ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZED BY THE

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

Barbeque

Dances

Rock Nite

Semiformal

Formal

SMC Scoreboard

Pep Rallies

Electronic Sign in Cafeteria

Summer Uniform

Sponsorship to Christian

Children's Fund

Sponsorship to Imbali

Project in South Africa

THE

COUNCIL

COMMITTEE
Back row: Joshua Colic. Roger Maim.
Roger Francis.

Front row: Sam Furlano. Kevin
Williams.





A NIGHT OUT ON THE TOWN



GRADUATION
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MICHAEL'S

MEDAL
Religious Studies

Mark Hodson
Art

Francesco Martire

Biology

Mark Grodski

Chemistry

Robert Roller

Economics

Thomas McConnon
English

Frank Cesario

French

Filippo Marsala

Geography

David Allan

History

Jason D'Anna
Industrial Arts

Casimir Herold

Italian

Joseph Balsamo

Latin

Adrian Montgomery
Mathematics

Patrick Scotto di Luzio

Music

Paolo De Luca

Physical and Health Education

Shayne Mauricette

Physics

Noel D'Souza

The school medal is awarded to th

outstanding graduates in the variou

disciplines.

vo:



THOMAS
MOORE
SOCIETY

David Allan

Arkadiusz Bid

Peter Bozoki

Paul Calisi

Frank Cesario

Osu in Chang
Noel D'Souza

Cedric de Leon

Mark Galanter

Robert Grossi

Mark Hodson
Kevin Janus

Jan Jekielek

Stephen Keith

Michael Koen
Edmund Lee

David Leswick

Derrick Leung

Filippo Marsala

Francesco Martire

Thomas McConnon
Adrian Montgomery
Stephan Patten

Philip Poles

Stephen Rebello

Robert Roller

Patrick Scotto di Luzio

Gregory Walsh

Kevin Williams

Bradley Young

This is awarded to graduates who have

consistently maintained an average of

80% or better at year's end for their

entire hisih school career.



VALEDICTORY

ADDRESS

Patrick Scotto di Luzio

Mr. Dignan. Mr. Fenn. Dr. Alway. Basilian Fathers,

parents, teachers, guests, and fellow graduates.

Even from a very superficial level, anyone could tell

quite easily that today is a special day. There are so

many obvious signs: the graduates are all wearing their

nice suits: parents had to take a day off work: we've

already spent a couple hours in this beautiful church:

there are pictures being taken. It seems that today is a

big deal, and it is.

However, I'm sure I speak for many of the graduates

when I say that I don't particularly remember looking

forward to today, or really even thinking about it at all.

even just a week ago. I know from talking to my friends

that the PROM was to be the culminating high point of

the high school experience, not the afternoon ceremony

to follow three days later. And yet. just by looking

around right now, it is obvious that today is significant.

The point of it all is to gain a partial appreciation as to

why

.

Indeed, if this ceremony today is to really be special,

and really be different from the hundreds of other grad-

uation ceremonies that have gone on in this city, then it

is imperative that we come out of here with a deep

understanding, or enlightenment, if you will, that comes

not out of cliches or pseudo-sophistication, but merely

from an honest look back at our growth here at St.

Mike's, and a realization of wht it should mean for us in

the future.

Less than five years ago. most of us here, it pains me to

say. were niners - small, inexperienced, ignorant

niners who came from all over the city - and in some

cases, from quite a bit beyond the city-to receive a com-

prehensive Catholic liberal arts education. For some

reason, probably upon the advice of our parents, we

had chosen to go to a different kind of school, one

with entrance requiremements and yellow bricks, one

that is distant from home, and one that refused

full public funding. Somehow. maybe b> osmosis, we

had come to know that at Bathurst and St. Clair, there

was a prestigious, distinctive institution that was

worth it. Five years ago, we did not necessarily know

why, nor how, nor did we realize the importance of

what is now a 140 year-old tradition. We were inst

happy . and perhaps even proud, to go to St. Mike's



However, now. with these yean ol education behind us,

me are verj well aware ol what the St. Michael's tradi

lion reall) means, and how comprehensive and ail-

encompassing, and thus, hov. significant is the ( ON
MM ING oi thai tradition \s all ol us undoubtedly

remember, the word tradition comes from the latin

word "tradere" which means "to hand over". rhis dervi-

anon is important, because it shows mat an integral pan

ol tradition is not just the past, but also the HANDING

o\ IK 10 tin.' nu'seni. ihere must be people in the pre-

sent who are willing to accept what is being handed

over: first the responsibilities, then the glories. In othei

words, ii is the CON I'INI ING ol tradition that

MARLS ii "tradition". It it's not continued, then it's lust

ancient history. In looking back, I am proud to he pan

oi .1 class thai has indeed endured the challenge and

kept the tradition.

For example, need I point out the various successes this

\e.ii ai Si Mikes' iii competition: football, baseball,

Basketball, volleyball, hockey, skiing, squash, track and

Geld, emss country, swimming, soccer, golf, tennis.

debating, public speaking, chess, the math contests,

Beach for the Top. As well, we should not forget the

generosity shown in the volunteer services and the

important interest groups: Meals on Wheels. Meals on

Fool. lamaican Sell-Help. Out of the Cold. Good

Shepherd Refuge, the Catechists, the Green Council,

Students for Life, all successes in their own right. The

artistic tradition was kept alive in the dramatic produc-

tions and hand concerts, and today we've heard the har-

monious Choir. The Class of "92 has been instrumental

in ALL these groups. In fact, it would be so easy to just

leave it at that and sav What a bunch of bright, articu-

late, and talented Champions is this Class of 1992!" Of

course, in addition to being extreme!) shallow, to say

this would be lo entirely miss the point of a St.

Michael's education, and the St. Michael's tradition.

Because we as graduates know that this progress,

whether it be academic, athletic, artistic, or spiritual, is

the end result of a lot of hard work and dedication. We
also know that it is equally if not more so the result of

the tireless guidance we received from our parents,

teachers, priests and coaches. All these people have

helped us to approach our potential. Therefore, on

behalf of the class. 1 would like to thank our teachers

for their undying enthusiasm and patience in passing on

their expertise and w isdom. w aging a brave war against,

the threat of mass ignorance. To the Basilian Fathers.

we greatly appreciate the spiritual guidance we have

enjoyed and often needed in order to persevere. And. of

course, to our parents, for your love, support, and con-

stant yet constructive nagging, thanks. You know, earli-

er this year, an important question was posed. "How

good are we really?". 1 think we could rightly respond

w ith "Pretty darn good", if we realize that it is the result

of honest work and tons of support.

With all this support, it is interesting to consider exactly

what ihe Class of '92 can leave behind. We all know

thai things change, and we've witnessed a lot of grow-

ing here at St. Mike's. Take for example. Frank

Cesario's hair or Cedric DeLeon's tongue. (A lot of

growing there.) We've experienced the wonders of Rob

Vallum's void's ami Michael Lemon's accent, Mi

Thompson's test and Mr. McKeman's health) attitude

Add in tins some substantial evolution, as the Student

Government is to be commended foi then significant

and lung lasting endeavors: the stadium scoreboard, the

electronic sign in the caf, and the summet uniform

l ndoubtedly, St, Michael students ol the future will

benefit from this government's initiative.

And yet, with all tins said, the ultimate question still

needs to he addressed, as I alluded to at the beginning

What's so special, and niuie importantly, what's so rele

vant about today? What does this all truly mean for us.

the Graduating Class ol 1992, in the future? Ihe answet

isn't that simple. Hunk ahoul it. This isn't the only grad-

uation ceremony going on in Toronto. Ever) high

school is having their own celebration, and rightly so.

Nonetheless, it would be ideal if we were to leave here

with something special, something unique that we can

use practically in the so-called real world - the pagan.

secular, insensitive, materialistic real wm Id

It shouldn't surprise anyone d that something is in fact

represented in the now-familiar central tenet of St.

Michael's: "Teach me goodness, discipline, and knowl-

edge." We've always heard the argument that anything

remotely spiritual has absolutely no practical value in

the aforementioned real world. Well, if that is the case,

then how can anyone explain this 140 year-old legacy

which has endured with Hying colours, and. yes. the tra-

dition that we ourselves have actively participated in'.'

Does it not make sense that the prayer, work, and dedi-

cation that has guided us so well up to now would con-

tinue to do so. if we continue to pursue it? If all thai we

have learned and developed over the past 5 years is

truly impractical, then St. Michael's College School

would merely be an isolated, insignificant, deluded lit-

tle school, rather than the successful, well-respected

institution it has really become. Simply put. St. Mike's

IS an example of what truly works in the real world.

This does not come from being sentimental or over-dra-

matic. It's just common sense. A wise but somewhat

corny philosopher once said. "You must DRINK ai the

fountain of knowledge, not just gargle." It would truly

be a pity if all that we have absorbed over these years

would now be spit out. especially when it could be so

instrumental in our happiness, well-being, and. let's not

forget, our salvation.

And so. the Graduating Class of St. Michael's College

School. 1992. says "vale" to this in stitution. We will of

course take w ith us memories: perhaps memories of ini-

tial apprehension, fun memories, memories of victories

and defeats, memories of friends and of role-models,

memories of frustration and memories of triumph. The

saying goes: "The future is ours for the taking." Well,

hopefully, we've also taken from the past these memo-

ries, and with them the wisdom and the drive to lead

aggressively Christian lives.

Thank you and God bless.





FATHER PATRICK FRANCIS McCABE C.S.B.

DEC. 28, 1928 - MAY 12, 1992

Our school was saddened by the death of Father Frank McCabe on May 12. 1992. Father McCabe was Principal during the years 1986 and

1987. After his two years as Principal. Father took the position as Guidance Counselor, an office that gave him contact with the students in a

more direct way. He was also the popular Moderator of the Parents' Guild.

Besides his dutie^* at the school. Father McCabe was the Regional Representative for Eastern Canada for the Basilian Fathers. He was also a

member of the General Council of the Basilian Fathers which was responsible for the disposition of personnel and policy for the whole order.

Father McCabe had spent most of his teaching career at Sault Ste. Marie's St. Mary's and Windsor's Assumption High School but. once he

came to St. Michael's, he became an enthusiastic supporter of every part of St. Michael's College School. As Chaplain to the "Buzzers" he

brought encouragement, unity and a desire to excel. Father McCabe had a great interest in all St. Michael's teams and was one of their truly

faithful supporters, attending all games unless his other duties took him elsewhere. He knew the names of all of the players and was often seen

the day after discussing the finer points of the previous day's game in the corridor or in the cafeteria. Father's easy manner and joyful humour
made him one of the most popular members of the staff. Students knew that in Father McCabe they would always find a sincere and sympa-

thetic listener and that he could relate to them on topics ranging from academics to his beloved Toronto Blue Jays.

While we rejoice in Father McCabe's passing to Heaven, we will remember him in our prayers. To the students he was a friend and confidante:

to the parents he was a co-worker in bettering the school and to his confreres in the Basilian Order, he was a model and an inspiration sharing

God's love with them.
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SENIOR DEBATING

JUNIOR AND NOVICE DEBATERS

Front row (L to R):

Adrian

Montgomery. Jason

Annibale. Paolo

Martins, Cedric De
Leon, John

Marquez, Sean

Khan. Dennis Chang.

Back row (L to R):

Tony Mauti. Mark
Hodson. Frank

Cesario, Mr. M.

Quinn (Moderator),

Mike Sokolski.

Kevin Williams.

Brian De Wolfe.

Jason Goncalves.

Patrick Scotto Di

Luzio, Tom
McConnon. Kevin

Janus.

Front row (L to R):

Anthony Marchie,

Gregory Leung.

Monal Dhabliwala,

Dilip Andrade.

Back row (L toR):

Nick Vozoris.

Guilem Gonzalez-

Lomas, Andrej

Rakus, Mr. M.
Quinn (Moderator).

John Lamanna.

Mike Mahoney.

Greg Ponesse.

Absent: Michael

Johnson.

L to R: Cedric De
Leon, Dilip

Andrade, Frank

Cesario, Fr.

Murphy. Mike

Mahoney, Tony

Mauti.



CHAPLAINCY
ST. MICHAEL'S SHOWS LEAD IN YOUTH MINISTRY

Under the leadership of Father John Murphy C.S.B. and Sister Susan Moran O.L.M. our student bod) has become heavilj involved in sen

ine the poor the aged and the unlearned. Both lather Murphy and Sister Susan have given dedicated service and direction to each project

and relate personally to ever) part of each. Their inspiration and example have succeeded in establishing and maintaining the "Out ol the

Cold" service that provides food, clothing and winter shelter for God's poor.

Our catechists have shared God's word with the children of St. Lucy's School. Friday afternoons finds St. Michael's students sen my meals

at The Good Shepherd Refuge for the poor of Toronto.

MEALS ON FOOT
Front row (L to R): Randal Boutilier, Jason Young. Mike Adams. Rob Manias. Cosmo Fuda, Kevin D'Costa.

Back row (L to R): Charles Cho, Adrian Leung. Ron Navarrete. Father M. Mulcahy. Chris Kim. Christian Dean. Dennis Favret.

JAMAICA SELF-HELP

L to R: Mr. G. Hedican. Roger

Francis. Jason Gonsalves. Doug-II

Sohn.
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L to R: Father J. Muiphj

C.S.B., Charles Cho.

Gavin Devane,

Anthony Di Battista,

James Ko, Eric Yu. Ed

Manero.
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L to R: Father

Murphy
C.S.B..Mrs.

Scandiffio

(Moderator).

Alex Vernon.

Nick Vozoris.

John Markez.

Absent: C. De
Leon.

GOOD

j
SHEPHERD
REFUGE

VOLUNTEERS
L to R: James Pencharz. Ben Howarth, Fr. J

Murphy, Anthony Marchie.



STAFF MEMBERS: Back row (L to R): Tom Woyzbun, Beny Spensieri, Paul Hellyar, Chris Buncic, Dong Il-Sohn, Norman
Freeman.

Front row (L to R): Alex Frescura, Nick Vozoris, (Assistant Editor), Frank Martire (Editor-in-Chief), Jan Babinski -Photo
Editor), John Markez.

Absent from photo: Tony Mauti.

NICK VOZORIS
FRANK MARTIRE
JAN BABINSKI
FR.CULLEN

ASSISTANT EDITOR
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

.PHOTO EDITOR/Assistant Editor

MODERATOR



THE TOWER TRIUMPHS AGAIN
t began as a series of ideas way

back in the summer months of

1991. Along came yet another

school year, and it began to form.

Photographs were taken, copy was typed,

and ever so slowly, but surely those ideas

that were dreamed of during the summer

were reaching actualization in the form of

pages. These pages began to increase in

numbers and finally after months of plan-

ning, hundreds of slurpees, copious

amounts of time in the dark room, lots of

laughter, hours of Much Music, many
lost spares, lots of arguing, and long

hours in the Tower office, you have

before you the 1992 edition of the world

famous, St. Michael's College School

yearbook, the TOWER. This edition of

the TOWER not only chronicles the

school year that was 1991-92, but it also

stands as a testimonial of the spirit of St.

Michael's College School.

Presently this book may quickly be leafed

through to search for how often your

photo appears. It may also be used as a

means of showing your picture to the

neighbouring girls' schools in order to

make yourself known. All our hard work

will be appreciated, however, in twenty,

thirty, forty, or fifty years the day when you

pull out this yearbook from your bookshelf.

You dust off the fabulous looking cover, and

crack open the book, inspect the pages and

rediscover the events of 1991-92. You
remember the teachers, fellow students, the

barbeques, the dances. Academic Awards

Night, the athletic triumphs, the semiformal,

the formal, masses, and graduation. Our

hope is that this book helps you remember

the days of yore and rediscover trieTnemo-

ries of the school year that was 1991-92.

This book is our way of making time stand

still so that you can look back, remember,

and share those memories with family and

friends.

The production of this book is a result of

tremendous amount of hard work put in by a

few people. I would like to thank Nick "But

Father" Vozoris for all of his time and effort.

I also would like to thank Jan Babinski for

all the time he spent in the dark room, cop-

ing with the fumes, sometimes brutal nega-

tives, and my constant nagging. Finally I

would like to thank Fr. Cullen, our modera-

tor, who provided us with guidance, encour-

agement, leadership, and his expert advice.

Although Fr. Cullen and I had our disagree-

ments, it was these disagreements that led to

the high degree of excellence present in this

book. Special thanks goes out to Joe Alberga

and Vito Amati for providing some of the

fabulous photos you see in this book, Mr.

Thompson for letting us use his slides, the

secretaries all who provided write ups.

I leave you with a paragraph that appeared

in the 1958 edition of the TOWER. I believe

that it best sums up our work on the year-

book.

"Working on the yearbook is something like

fighting a war. You battle time and a seem-

ingly hopeless lack of ideas that have not

been done before. Facing a deadline is con-

templating desertion under fire. But when

the last picture has been taken, the last copy

written, the last lay-out planned, and you

look back and see the fun you really had, it

all seems worth it."

*
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THE SAN
FRANCISCO TRIP

During the March Break the band under the

supervision of director Mr. Paul

Pietrkiewicz and teachers Mr. John B.

Guerriere and Mr. Clemente Grassi travelled

to Oakland. California. Where they were

guests of Bishop O'Dowd High School.

Among the other places that they visited and

performed were the Monterey Aquarium.

Santa Catalina Girls' School, the Laguna

Honda Rehabilitation Center, Pier 39. St.

Mary's Cathedral and Altratraz State Park.

After seven sunny and exciting days on the

west coast of California and having received

many compliments on their gentlemanly

behaviour the manners, as well as their pro-

fessional performing skills, the band
returned to the ice and snow of Toronto.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE SCHOOL
CONCERT BAND

First row: Chris Aldridge, Paul Shuper, Robert Ruggieri, Dennis Favret, Dan Savini, Pierre Villanueva, John

Arnaud. Matthew C/arnota.

Second row: Paolo De Luca, Matthew Pagano, Charles Piroli, Kevin Janus. Root rl Innocentin, Patrick Scotto Di

Lu/io. Jose Mendosa. Kevin Williams. Tony Shaughncssy . Sergio Lai. Young Yoon, Michael I ee DO) . Michael Median,

Third row: Mike Suppa, Robert Carullo. Franco De Luca, Vincent Fava, Frank Cesario, David Mangan, Orson

Morrison. Sergio Muracea. Michael Menagh. Cameron Carvalho, Graham Moylan. Michael De Pellegrin, Igor

[uricevic, Marc Semprie.

Fourth row: Ryan Ortiz. Andrew Pavacic, Michael Nykoluk, Troy Dos Santos. Paul Vaccan. Robert I antilli.

Massimo Cimini, John Sinopoli, Steven Xuereb. Mark Da Cambra, Martin Amado, Nick [ozzo, Philip Poles,

John Di Vizio, Dan Carullo. Carlos Martins. Dennis lnfanli. John Resendes, Fliot Muzzo, Peter Adamic.

Fifth row: Mr. Paul Pietrkiewicz (Director), Adriel Domingue, Joe Corcoran, Mike Rusek, Mike lantilli, Peter

llaiasti. Vince Camputaro. Mike Fellin, Bill Tajer, Eric Cih, Phillip Shin. Joe Tenuta.

Back row: Carmine D'Alessandro, Xavier Aburto. Paul Hellyar, Alex Freseura, Gavin Davidson. Andrew Hill.

Brian Da Cambra, Andy Canale. Mr. John B. Guerriere (Band Manager). Stephen Nagy. Orest Sklierenko. David

Vaccari, Jeff Wong, Michael De Carvalho.

Absent from picture: Chris Corvetti.



THE STAGE BAND
First row: Andy Canale. Patrick Scotto Di Luzio. Igor Juricevic. Orson Morrison. Sergio Muraca. Marc Semprie. Dan Libertucci,

Second row: Mr. Paul Pietrikiewicz. Director: Vince Camputaro. Mike Rusek. Mike Fantilli. Adriel Domingue.

Third row: Mike De Carvalho. Mark Rehello. Mark Da Cambra. Philip Poles. Martin Amado. Nick Iozzo, Robert Fantilli.

THE

SAXOPHONE
ENSEMBLE

Row 1: Andy Canale. Jose Mendoza. David

Mangan. Chris Adams. Dan Libertucci.

Row 2: Michael De Carvalho. Domenic
Polsoni. Nick Papadopoulos. Chris Dias.
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BLUE RADICALS
Front row (L to R): Russell Rodrigues, Anthony Pasquini, Gregory Leung, Edwin Wong, Dennis Chang,

John Marquez.

Back row (L to R): Anthony Loiacono, Stephen Dorey, Tony Mauti. Serban Suvagau, David Allen. Mr. G.

Shust. Stephan Patten. Robert Roller. Dilip Andrade, Noel De Souza. Patrick Scotto Di Luzio, Dan Savini.

BLUE HERALD
Front row (L to R): Mark Emila. Cedric DeLeon. John Markez (Editor), Dilip Andrade, Ed Manero.

Middle row (L to R): Roger Francis. Paulo Martins, Mrs. C. Bardyn (advisor), Mr. G. Hedican (advisor),

Mrs. Dorothy Sobie (Secretary), Dennis Chang, Sam Furlano.

Back row (L to R): Jan Jekielek, Alberto Patella, Michael Rusek.
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Front row (L to R): Oswin Chang. John Markez. Stephen Keith, Chris Tanzola. Nick lozzo.

Back row (L to R): Joe Colonna. Mike Sileika. Eduardo Joussaume. Mike Walsh. Mrs. Hogan
(Moderator). Steven Dorey. Tom McConnon.

GREEN
COUNCIL

To combat those threats to the environ

merit which no single student can stand

against. St. Michael's most ozone-friend-
ly students have forged a covenant Id

unite in battle for the protection ol all

mankind. ..they are the amzing Eco-
Woman and the Green Council! (-or three

years now, these students have promoted
environmental awareness and action.

Between paper recycling and the new
composting program, these defenders of
the planet have been a part of such excit-

ing events as the Earth Week Barbecue.
the SMC-Bishop Strachan Ravine Clean-
Up, and the annual Tree-Hugging
Competition. And remember, the Green
Council is always looking for new mem-
bers, even Niners. Join the ranks of the

Green Man, Fresh Air Boy. Kid Gaia.
and the incredible Captain Blue Box. All

it takes is a little time and a lot of heart.

Save the planet.

PHOTO
CLUB

L to R: Jan Babinski. Joe
Alberga, Sam Furlano. Mr.
Thompson (Moderator), Vito

Amati.

EDO,

DORMIO,
VIVO, ET
AMOIN
LATINO

L to R: Sean Pescador. Roger

Flaim. Frank Cesario. Cedric

De Leon, Adrian Mont-
gomery, Mrs. Morra.
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